7
Acoustic reciprocity heorems
and their applications

In this chapter we discuss the basic reciprocity theorems for acoustic wave fields in
time-invariant configurations, together with a variety of their applications. The theorems will
be presented both in the time domain and in the complex frequency domain. In view of the time
invariance of the configurations to be considered, there are two versions of the theorems insofar
as their operations on the time coordinate are concerned: a version that is denoted as the time
convolution type, and a version that is denoted as the time correlation type. The two versions
are related via a time inversion operation. Each of the two versions has its counterpart in the
complex frequency domain.
The application of the theorems to the reciprocity in transmitting/receiving properties of
acoustic transducers, and to the formulations of the direct (forward) source and inverse source
and the direct (forward) scattering and inverse scattering problems will be discussed.
Furthermore, it is indicated how the theorems lead, in a natural way, to the integral equation
formulation of acoustic wave problems for numerical implementation. Finally, it is shown how
the reciprocity theorems lead to a mathematical formulation of Huygens’ principle and of
Oseen’s extinction theorem.

7.1 The nature of the reciprocity theorems and the scope of their
consequences

A reciprocity theorem interrelates, in a specific manner, the field or wave quantities which
characterise two admissible states that could occur in one and the same time-invariant domain
agc~3 in space. Each of the two states can be associated with its own set of time-invariant
medium parameters and its own set of source distributions. It is assumed that the media in the
two states are linear in their acoustic behaviour, i.e. the medium parameters are independent of
the values of the field or wave quantities. The domain ~9 to which the reciprocity theorems
apply, may be bounded or unbounded. The application to unbounded domains will always be
handled as a limiting case where the boundary surface O~D of ~D recedes (partially or entirely)
to infinity.
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From the pertaining acoustic wave equations, first the local form of a reciprocity theorem
will be derived, which form applies to each point of any subdomain of ~D where the acoustic
wave-field quantities are continuously differentiable. By integrating the local form over such
subdomains and adding the results, the global form of the reciprocity theorem is arrived at. In
it, a boundary integral over OD occurs, the integrand of which always contains the unit vector
Urn along the normal to ~), oriented away from ~D (Figure 7.1-1).
The two states will be denoted by the superscripts A and B. The construction of the
time-domain reciprocity theorems will be based on the acoustic wave equations (see Equations
(2.7-22), (2.7-23), (2.7-26) and (2.7-27))
AA
A
~kpA + ~tCt(ltk, r,Vr ;x,t) =f£,
A + ~tCt(zA, pA;x,t) = q A
OrVr
,

(7.1-1)
(7.1-2)

for state A, and
BB
OkpB + OtCt(ktk, r,V
r ;x,t) =f£ B,
OrVBr + 0tCt(zB, pB;x,t) = qB,

(7.1-3)
(7.1-4)

for state B, where Ct denotes the time convolution operator (see Equation (B.1-11)) (Figure
7.1-2).
If, in ~), either surfaces of discontinuity in acoustic properties or acoustically impenetrable
objects are present, Equations (7.1-1)-(7.1-4) are supplemented by boundary conditions of the
type discussed in Section 2.6, both for state A and for state B. These are either (see Equations
(2.6-2) and (2.6-3))
pa,B is continuous across any interface,
(7.1-5)
and

i(3)

0
(~)
i(1)
7. l - l Bounded domain ~Dwith boundary surface ~a9 and unit vector I~m along the normal to ~3, pointing
away from ~9, to which the reciprocity theorems apply.
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Bounded domain ~9 and states A and B to which the time-domain reciprocity theorems apply.

VrVt’B is continuous across any interface,
where vr

(7.1-6)

is the unit vector along the normal to the interface, or (see Equation (2.6-4))

limh , 0pA’B(x + hv,t) = 0 on the boundary of a void,

(7.1-7)

where v is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the void, pointing away from the
void, or (see Equation (2.6-8))
A,B.

limh .~ 0 t)rVr (X + hv,t) = 0
on the boundary of an immovable, perfectly rigid object, (7.1-8)
where v is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the immovable, perfectly rigid
object, pointing away from the object.
If ~D is a bounded domain, the boundary surface ~9 of ~9 is assumed to be impenetrable
(Figure 7.1-3).
To handle unbounded domains (Figure 7.1-4), we assume that outside some sphere S(O,Ao),
with its centre at the origin of the chosen reference frame and radius A0, the fluid is
homogeneous, isotropic and lossless, with the volume density of mass P0 and the compressibility g0 as constitutive parameters, as well as source-free. In the domain outside the sphere,
the so-called embedding, the asymptotic causal far-field representations are (see Equation

(5.10-5))
, oo;A,B VOO;A,B ~,~._ t
1t6, -Ixl/co)
{pA,B,vrA,B
-} IP , r

4z~lxl

as Ixl~,

(7.1-9)

where p~o;A,B and v~;A’B are interrelated through (see Equations (5.10-11) and (5.10-12))
-(~k[cO)P~’;A’B + P0V~;A’B = 0,

(7.1-10)

-(~r[CO)V~;A’B + K0p°°;A’B = 0,

(7.1-11)

with

co = (Polo)-~/~.

(7.1-12)
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7. ] -;3 Bounded domain D for the application of a reciprocity theorem. The boundary surface 3~O of ~D
is assumed to be impenetrable. In ~, interfaces between different fluids, voids and immovable perfectly
rigid objects may be present.

The construction of the cotnplex frequency-domain reciprocity theorems will be based on
the complex frequency-domain acoustic wave equations (see Equations (4.5-1) and (4.5-2))
"A^A ^A,

~ki3A + ~k, rVr =f£

(7.1-13)

~r~rA + 0 AI3 A=~A,

(7.1-14)

for state A, and
^B
~ki3B + ~B~B
k,r r = f£
,
~r.~? + ~BI3B

= ~B,

(7.1-15)

(7.1-16)

for state B. If, in ~D, either surfaces of discontinuity in acoustic properties or acoustically
impenetrable objects are present, Equations (7.1-13)-(7.1-16) are supplemented by boundary
conditions of the type discussed in Section 4.3, both for state A and for state B. These are either
(see Equations (4.3-1) and (4.3-2))
/3 A,B is continuous across any interface,

(7.1-17)

and
I~r~rA’B is continuous across any interface,

(7.1-18)

where vr is the unit vector along the normal to the interface, or (see Equation (4.3-3))
limh+0 I3A’B(x + hv,s) = 0 on the boundary of a void,

(7.1-19)

where v is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the void, pointing away from the
void, or (see Equation (4.3-7))
^AB
hmh $ 0 VrVr ’ (X + hv,s) = 0

on the boundary of an immovable, perfectly rigid object, (7.1-20)
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7.1-4 Unbounded domain D for the application of a reciprocity theorem. Outside the sphere S(O,Ao),
the fluid is homogeneous, isotropic and lossless with constitutive parameters {p0¢c0}. Inside S(O,Ao),
interfaces between different fluids, voids and immovable perfectly rigid objects may be present.

where v is the unit vector along the normal to the boundary of the immovable, perfectly rigid
object, pointing away from the object.
In the complex frequency domain, too, when handling unbounded domains we assume that
outside some sphere S(O,Ao) with its centre at the origin of the chosen reference frame and
radius A0, the fluid is homogeneous, isotropic and lossless, with the volume density of mass P0
and the compressibility ~c0 as constitutive parameters, as well as being source-free. In the
domain outside that sphere, the embedding, the asymptotic causal far-field representations are
(see Equation (5.9-11))
{~ A’B,~rA’B}={I3~;A’B,~r~;A’B}(~’,s) exp(@01xl)
as Ixl~o,
(7.1-21)
4~rlxl
where/3 ~;A,B and Or~;A’B are interrelated through (see Equations (5.9-17) and (5.9-18))
-~)0~k/3 ~,;A,B + ~0~ff;A,B = 0,
,, ~. ,, ~;A B

-rO¢rVr ’ + ~0 /3
with
~o = spo ,
~0 = SKO ,
^ ^ 1/2

~,;A,B

= O,

~o = (r/o~o) = s(po~o)-~/~ = slco "

(7.1-22)
(7.1-23)
(7.1-24)

(7.1-25)
(7.1-26)

As a rule, state A will be chosen to correspond to the actual acoustic wave field in the
configuration, or one of its constituents. This wave field will therefore satisfy the condition of
causality, or, in other words, will be a causal wavefield. If state B is another physical state, for
example a state that corresponds to source distributions and/or acoustic medium parameters
that differ from the ones in state A, state B will also be a causal wave field. If, however, state
B is a computational state, i.e. a state that is representative of the manner in which the wave-field
quantities in state A are computed, or a state that is representative of the manner in which the
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s = Re(s) + j Im(s)

Im(s)

so

Re(s)

Bromwich path
for inversion

7. | -5 Line Re(s) = s0, parallel to the imaginary axis of the complex s plane, at which the time Laplace
transform of a wave field that is neither causal, nor anti-causal, but of a transient nature, exists.

acoustic wave-field data pertaining to state A are processed, there is no need to take state B to
be a causal wave field as well, and it may, for example, be taken to be an anti-causal wave field
(i.e. a wave field that is time reversed with respect to a causal wave field) or no wave field at
all (which happens, for example, if one of the corresponding constitutive parameters is taken
to be zero). No matter how the source distributions and the constitutive parameters are chosen,
the wave-field quantities will always be assumed to satisfy the pertaining acoustic wave
equations and the pertaining boundary conditions.
To accommodate causal, anti-causal and non-causal states in the complex frequency-domain
analysis of reciprocity, the Laplace transform with respect to time of any transient, not
necessarily causal or anti-causal, wave functionf=f(x,t) will always be taken as (see Equation
(B.1-5))
f(x’s)=ft~xp(-st)f(x’t)dt~

f°r Re(s) = s° ’

(7.1-27)

i.e. the support of the wave function is, in principle, taken to be the entire interval of real values
of time. Whenever appropriate, the support of the wave function will be indicated explicitly.
For wave fields that are neither causal nor anti-causal (but are of a transient nature), for the
transformation to make any sense at all, the right-hand side of Equation (7.1-27) should exist
for some value Re(s) = so on a line parallel to the imaginary axis of the complex s plane (Figure
7.1-5).
For causal wave functions with support ~ = { t¢R;t > to}, Equation (7.1-27) yields
f(x,s) = exp(-st)f(x,t) dt for Re(s) > s~.

(7.1-28)

Here, the right-hand side is regular in some right ha/f Re(s) > s~ of the complex s plane (Figu
7.1-6).
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Im(s)

7. | -6 Right half Re(s) > s~ of the complex s plane, in which the time Laplace transform of a causal
wave function exists.

For anti-causal wave functions with support ’T- = { t~t < to }, Equation (7.1-27) yields
f(x,s) = [to exp(-st)f(x,t) dt for Re(s) < s~.

(7.1-29)

Here, the right-hand side is regular in some left half Re(s) < s6 of the complex s plane (Figure
7.1-7).
A consequence of Equa~tion (7.1-29) is that f(x,-s) is regular in the right half Re(s) > -s~
of the complex s plane if f(x,s) is regular in the left half Re(s) < s~. This result will be needed
in reciprocity theorems of the time correlation type.
For the time convolution Ct (fl,f2;x,t) of any two transient wave functions we have (see
Equations (B. 1-11) and (B. 1-12))

(7.1-30)
This relation only holds in the common domain of regularity of fl(x,s) and f2(x,-s). If, in
particular, bothfl =fl(x,t) and f2 =f2(x,t) are causal wave functions, they have a certain~ right
half of the complex s plane as the domain of regularity in common. (Note that in this case f 1 (x,s)
is regular in some right half of the complex s plane, while f2(x,s) is also regular in some right
half of the complex s plane.) If, on the other hand, fl =fl(x,t) is a causal wave function and f2
= f2(x,t) is an anti-causal wave function, the common domain of regularity where Equation
(7.1-30) holds is at most a strij9 of finite width parallel to the imaginary axis of the complex s
p}ane. (Note that in this case fl(x,s) is regular in some right half of the complex s plane, while
f2(x,s) is regular in some left half of the complex s plane.)
For the time correlation Rt(fl,f2;x,s) of any two transient wave functions we have (see
Equations (B. 1 - 14) and (B. 1-15))
Rt(fl, f2;x,s) = f l (x,s) f 2(x,-s) .

(7.1-31)
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s = Re(s) + j Im(s)

Re(s)

7.1 - 7 Left half Re(s) < s~ of the complex s plane, in which the time Laplace transform of an anti-causal
wave function exists.

This relation only holds in the common domain of regularity of fl(x,s) and f2(x,-s). If, in
particular, bothfl =fl(x,t) and f2 =f2(x,t) are causal wave functions, the common domain of
regularity where Equation (7.1-31) holds, is at most a strip of finite width parallel to the
imaginary axis of the complex s plan~e. (Note in this case that fl(x,s) is regular in some fight
half of the complex s plane, and that f:z(x,-s) is regular in some left half of the complex s plane.)
If, on the other hand,fl =fl(x,t) is a causal wave function and f2 =f2(x,t) is an anti-causal wave
function, the common domain of regularity where Equation (7.1-31) holds is some fight half
of the complex s pl..ane. (Note that in this case fl (x,s) is regular in some fight half of the complex
s plane, and that f:~(x,-s) is also regular in some fight half of the complex s plane.)
In subsequent calculations the time correlation will, whenever appropriate, be replaced by
(see Equation (B. 1-18))
Rt(fl, f2;x,t) = Ct(fl,Jt(f2);x,t) ,

(7.1-32)

where Jt is the time reversal operator. The latter operator changes causal wave functions into
anti-causal ones, and vice versa.

Exercises
Exercise 7. 1-1
Of what type is the domain of regularity of the Laplace transform of the time convolution
Ct(fl,f2;x,t) of two wave functionsfl =fl(x,t) and f2 =f2(x,t) that are both anti-causal?
Answor: Some left half of the complex s plane.
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Exercise 7. 1-2

Of what type is the domain of regularity of the Laplace transform of the time correlation
Rt(fl,f2;x,t) of the anti-causal wave function fl = fl(x,t) and the causal wave function fa =
fa(x,t)?
Answer: Some left half of the complex s plane.

7.2 The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type
The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type follows upon considering
the local interaction quantity ~m [Ct(pA,vBm;X,t)- Ct(pB,v~m;x’t)]" Using standard rules for
spatial differentiation and adjusting the subscripts to later convenience, we obtain
_
Om[Ct(PA, B
Vm;X,t)
Ct(PB, vmA;X,t)]

AB

= ~kCt(p , Vk ;X,t) -

rCt(p , vAr ;X,t)
A B

= Ct(~kpA, v~;x,t) + Ct(p , OkVk ;x,t)

Ct(~r pB, A
vr ;x,t)-

Ct(PB,~rVrA;x,t) .

(7.2-1)

With the aid of Equations (7.1-1)-(7.1-4), the different terms on the right-hand side become
AB
AB
AAB
Ct(~kp , vk ;x,t) = -~tCt(/Zk, r,Vr ,vk ;X,t) + Ct(f~ ,Vk ;X,t) ,

(7.2-2)

A ,%
B ,p
B;x,t) + Ct(PA, qB;x,t) ,
Ct(pA,
~kVk
B ;X,t) ----. -~tCt(P

(7.2-3)

BA
BA
B BA
Ct(~r p , vr ;x,t) = -~tCt(~r,k, Vk ,Vr ;X,t) + Ct(f; ,vr

,

ct(p ~rVr
, A;X,t) = -~tCt(PB,%A, pA;x,t) + Ct(pB, qA;x,t) ,

(7.2-4)
(7.2-5)

in which the convolution of three functions is a shorthand notation for the convolution of a
function with the convolution of two other functions. (Note that in the convolution operation
the order of the operators is immaterial.) Combining Equations (7.2-2)-(7.2-5) with Equation
(7.2-1), it is found that
BA
~m[Ct(pA,Vm;X,t
B ) -- Ct(p , Vm;X,t)]
A A,vB ;X,t)
..
A A BB
= ~tCt(lzrB,
-/ttk,kr,V
r k - OtC/(%-% ,p ,p ;x,t)

_ B A, V ;x,t)- Ct(PB, qA;x,t) .
+ Ct(f~c,AvkB
;x,t)+ Ct(pA, qB;x,t) Ct(f~
r

(7.2-6)

Equation (7.2-6) is the local form of the acoustic reciprocity theorem of the time convolution
type. The first two terms on the right-hand side are representative of the differences (contrasts)
in the acoustic properties of the fluids present in the two states; these terms vanish at those
locations where ktrB, k (x,t)= tZk,rA (X,t) and %B(x,t) = %A (x,t) for all t~. In case the latter
conditions hold, the two media are referred to as each other’s adjoint. Note is this respect that
the adjoint of a causal (anti-causal) medium is causal (anti-causal) as well. The last four terms
on the right-hand side of Equation (7.2-6) are representative of the action of the sources in the
two states; these terms vanish at those locations where no sources are present.
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To arrive at the global form of the reciprocity theorem for some bounded domain D, it is
assumed that D is the union of a finite number of subdomains in each of which the terms
occurring in Equation (7.2-6) are continuous. Upon integrating Equation (7.2-6) over each of
these subdomains, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem (Equation (A.12-1)) to the resulting
left-hand side, and adding the results, we arrive at (Figure 7.2-1)
Vm;X,t) Ct(pB,

IX ~m [ct(pA~ B

dA

OtCt(lgr, k.
AAB
=f [ B A A B
ktk, r,Vr ,vk ;3C,- t) OtCt(? - X ,P ,P ;x,t)J dV
d x~D
BA
A,
+f
[Ct(f£
A B ,vl~ ;x,t) + Ct(p qB;x,t)- Ct(f~ ,vr ;x,t) , x~D

Ct(pB, qa;x,t)] dV. (7.2-7)

Equation (7.2-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain D, of the acoustic reciprocity
theorem of the time convolution type. Note that in the process of adding the contributions from
the subdomains of D, the contributions from common interfaces have cancelled in view of the
boundary conditions of the continuity type (Equations (7.1-5) and (7.1-6)), and that the
contributions from boundary surfaces of acoustically impenetrable parts of the configuration
have vanished in view of the pertaining boundary conditions of the explicit type (Equation
(7.1-7) or (7.1-8)). On the left-hand side, therefore, only a contribution from the outer boundary
OD of D remains, insofar as parts of this boundary do not coincide with the boundary surface
of an acoustically impenetrable object. On the right-hand side, the first integral is representative
of the differences (contrasts) in the acoustic properties of the fluids present in the two states;
this term vanishes if the media in the two states are, throughout D, each other’s adjoint. The
second integral on the right-hand side is representative of the action of the sources present in
D in the two states; this term vanishes if no sources are present in D.

The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In quite a number of cases the reciprocity theorem (Equation (7.2-7)) will be applied to an
unbounded domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions described in Section 7.1
are made and Equation (7.2-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere S(O,A) with
its centre at the origin and radius A, after which the limit A--,oo is taken (Figure 7.2-2).
Whether or not the surface integral contribution over S(O,A) does vanish as A---~oo depends
on the nature of the time behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. When the wave fields
in states A and B are both causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical wave
fields), the far-field representations of Equations (7.1-9)-(7.1-11) apply for sufficiently large
values of A. Then, the time convolutions occurring in the integrands of Equation (7.2-7) are
also causal in time, and at any finite value of t, A can be chosen so large that on S(O,A) the
integrand vanishes. In this case, the contribution from S(O,A) vanishes. If, however, at least
one of the two states is chosen to be non-causal (which, for example, can apply to the case
where one of the two states is a computational one), the time convolutions occurring in Equation
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7.2-1 Bounded domain ~D with boundary surface 3~ to which the reciprocity theorems apply.

(7.2-7) are non-causal as well and the contribution from S(O,A) does not vanish, no matter how
large a value of A is chosen. As outside the sphere S(o,AO) that is used to define the embedding
(see Section 7.1) the media are each other’s adjoint and no sources are present, the surface
integral contribution from S(O,A) is, however, independent of the value of A as long as A > A0
(see Exercise 7.2-2).
The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the convolution type is mainly used for investigating the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of acoustic transducers (see Sections 7.6
and 7.7) and for modelling direct (forward) source problems (see Section 7.8) and direct
(forward) scattering problems (see Section 7.9). References to the earlier literature on the
subject can be found in a paper by De Hoop (1988).

s ( o, Ao)
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7.2-2 Unbounded domain D to which the reciprocity theorems apply. S(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; S(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the fluid is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.
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Exercises
Exercise 7,2-1

To what form do the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (7.2-6) and
(7.2-7) reduce if the fluids in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting?
Answer:
Pk, Ar(X)]
B ;x,t)
Ct(/tZrB,--/ttk,
k A A r,V
B . rB ,Vk ;X,t) = [Pr,kQC)
Ct(vrA,Vk
and

.

Ct(xB -- X ,P ,P ;X,t) =
Exercise 7.2-2

Let tDbe the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface "-ql and externally
by the closed surface S2. The unit vectors along the normals to S1 and $2 are chosen as shown
in Figure 7.2-3. The reciprocity theorem Equation (7.2-7) is applied to the domain ag. In D, no
sources are present, neither in state A nor in state B, and the fluid in Din state B is in its acoustic
properties adjoint to the one in state A. Prove that
Vm;X,t) - Ct(p , Vm;X,t) j]
=

fx

AB
BA
~’m [Ct(P , Vm;X,t) - Ct(p , Vm;X,t)] dA,
~52

(7.2-8)

i.e. that the surface integral is an invariant.

7.3 The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type
The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type follows upon considering the
local interaction quantity Om[Rt(pA, VBm;X,t) + Rt(pB, vAm;x,-t) ]. On account of Equations (B. 1-14)
and (B.1-18) and the symmetry of the convolution operator, this quantity can be rewritten as
Om[Ct(pA, Jt(vBm);X,t) + Ct(Jt(pB),vAm;x,t)]. Using standard rules for spatial differentiation and
adjusting the subscripts to later convenience, we obtain
BA
. Blt(vm);X,t)
+
~m~Ct(pA[
Ct(lt(p ),Vm;X,t)]
B ;x,t)
A
= ~kCt(PA, Jt(vl~);x,t) + ~rCt(Jt(p ),v
r
B
= Ct(~kpA, Jt(Vk );X,t) + Ct(pA,
B
Jt(~kVk);X,t)
B A ;x,t).
÷ Ct(Jt(~rp B
),vrA;x,t) + Ct(Jt(p ),~rVr

(7.3-1)
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$2

7.2-3 Domain ~Dbounded internally by the closed surface 51 and externally by the closed surface S2.

With the aid of Equations (7.1-1)-(7.1-4) and the rule Jt(Otf~ = -Ot(Jt(jz)), the different terms
on the right-hand side become
AB
Ct(~kpA, Jt(v]~);x,t) = -~tCtQ.tk,A r,Vr
,Jt(vk);X,t) + Ct(ft, Jt(vl~);x,t),

(7.3-2)

Ct(,pA, Jt(OkVl~);x,t) = +OtCt(PA, Jt(zB),Jt(pB);x,t) + Ct(PA, Jt(qB);x,t) ,

(7.3-3)

BA
B BA
BA
Ct(Jt(~r p ),vr ;x,t) = +atCt(Jt(~ttr, k),Jt(vk ),vr ;x,t) + Ct(Jt( f~ ),vr ;x,t) ,

(7.3-4)

A ;x,t) =-3tCt(Jt(pB),xA,pA;x,t) + Ct(Jt(pB),qA;x,t) ,
Ct(Jt(p B),~rVr

(7.3-5)

in which the convolution of three functions is a shorthand notation for the convolution of a
function with the convolution of two other functions. (Note that in the convolution operation
the order of the operators is immaterial.) Combining Equations (7.3-2)-(7.3-5) with Equation
(7.3-1), it is found that
AB
On IRt(p , Vm;X,t) + Rt(PB, vAm;x,-t)]
= ~m [C,(pA,jt(Vm);X,t)B + Ct(Jt(pB),vAm;x,t)]
_ ~tCt(Jt(ktrB, k) A A B
- ktk, r,Vr ,Jt(vk );X,t)
+ ~tCt(Jt(zB) - zA, pA, Jt(pB);x,t) + Ct(ft, Jt(vI~);x,t)
BA
+ Ct(PA, Jt(qB);x,t) + Ct(Jt(f~ ),vr ;x,t) + Ct(Jt(pB),qA;x,t).

(7.3-6)

Equation (7.3-6) is the locaI fortn of acoustic reciprocity theoreln of the time correlation type.
The first two terms on the right-hand side are representative of the differences (contrasts) in the
acoustic properties of the fluids present in the two states; these terms vanish at those locations
where Jt(!zBr, k)(X,t) = tZ~,,r(X,O and Jt(xB)(x,t) = xA(x,t) for all t~R. When the latter conditions
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hold, the two media are referred to as each other’s time-reverse adjoint. Note is this respect that
the time-reverse adjoint of a causal (anti-causal) medium is an anti-causal (causal) medium.
The last four terms on the right-hand side of Equation (7.3-6) are representative of the action
of the sources in the two states; these terms vanish at those locations where no sources are
present.
To arrive at the global form of the reciprocity theorem for some bounded domain ~9, it is
assumed that ~9 is the union of a finite number of subdomains in each of which the terms
occurring in Equation (7.3-6) are continuous. Upon integrating Equation (7.3-6) over each of
these subdomains, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem (Equation (A.12-1)) to the resulting
left-hand side, and adding the results, we arrive at (Figure 7.3-1)

~x

AB
I~m [Rt(P , Vm;X,t) + Rt(pB, vAm;x,-t)] dA

= fxc-O~ m [Ct(pA,

Jt(vm);X,t)B + Ct(Jt(p

B ),Vm;X,t)]A dA

-- f x [~tCt(Jt(/zBr’k)
-- flk, r,Vr
,Jt(vk
);X,t) +
AA
B ~tCt(Jt(~B)
~A,- pA, jt(pB);x,t)] dV
+ ~x~D[Ct(ft’Jt(v~);x’t) + C’ (pA’ Jt(qB) ;x’t)
BA
+ Ct(Jt(f~ ),vr ;x,t) + Ct(Jt(pB),qA;x,t)] dV.

(7.3-7)

Equation (7.3-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain ~D, of the acoustic reciprocity
theorem of the time correlation type. Note that in the process of adding the contributions from
the subdomains of ~D, the contributions from common interfaces have cancelled in view of the
boundary conditions of the continuity type (Equations (7.1-5) and (7.1-6)), and that the
contributions from boundary surfaces of acoustically impenetrable parts of the configuration
have vanished in view of the pertaining boundary conditions of the explicit type (Equation
(7.1-7) or (7.1-8)). On the left-hand side, therefore, only a contribution from the outer boundary
~D of ~) remains, insofar as parts of this boundary do not coincide with the boundary surface
of an acoustically impenetrable object. On the right-hand side, the first integral is representative
of the differences (contrasts) in the acoustic properties of the fluids present in the two states;
this term vanishes if the media in the two states are, throughout ~D, each other’s time-reverse
adjoint. The second integral on the right-hand side is representative of the action of the sources
present in ~D in the two states; this term vanishes if no sources are present in ag.

The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In a number of cases the reciprocity theorem (Equation (7.3-7)) will be applied to an unbounded
domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions given in Section 7.1 are made and
Equation (7.3-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere $(O,d) with its centre at
the origin and of radius A, after which the limit A---~oo is taken (Figure 7.3-2).
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7.3- | Bounded domain ~D with boundary surface 3a9 to which the reciprocity theorems apply.

Since outside the sphere S(O,AO) that is used to define the embedding (see Section 7.1) the
media are each other’s time-reverse adjoint and no sources are present, the surface integral
contribution from S(O,A) is, in any case, independent of the value of A for A > A0 (see Exercise
7.3-2). Whether or not this contribution vanishes as A-~oo, depends on the nature of the time
behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. When the wave fields in states A and B are both
causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical wave fields), the contribution
of S(O,A) is a non-vanishing function that is independent of the value of A. If, however, state
A is chosen to be causal and state B is chosen to be anti-causal (which, for example, can apply
to the case where state B is a computational one), the contribution from S(O,A) vanishes for
sufficiently large values of A.

iI
I
I
iI

7.3-2 Unbounded domain ~D to which the reciprocity theorems apply. S(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; S(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the fluid is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.
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The time-domain reciprocity theorem of the correlation type is mainly used in modelling
inverse source problems (see Section 7.10) and inverse scatttering problems (see Section 7.11).
References to the earlier literature on the subject can be found in a paper by De Hoop (1988).

Exercises

Exercise 7,3-1
To what form do the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (7.3-6) and
(7.3-7) reduce if the fluids in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting?
Answer:
B
B );X,t)
-- ~k,r,Vr
,Jt(Vk
A OtCt(vrA,Jt(Vk
OtCt(Jt(~rB,
k) A A
B );x,t) = [Pr, --k(X)
Pk, r(X)]
and
OtCt(Jto(B)_ xA, pA, jt(pB);xit)= [~B(x) _ ~A(x)] OtCt(pA, jt(pB);.l:,t).
Exercise 7,3-2

Let ~D be the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface $1 and externally
by the closed surface 52. The unit vectors along the normals to $1 and $2 are chosen as shown
in Figure 7.3-3. The reciprocity theorem Equation (7.3-7) is applied to the domain ~D. In ~D, no
sources are present, in either state A or state B, and the fluid in ~9 in state B is in its acoustic
properties the time-reverse adjoint of the one in state A. Prove that

Ix

AB
BA
1~m[ LCt(P , Jt(vm);X,t) + Ct(Jt(p ),Vm;X,t)] dA

=

Jt(vm);X,t) + Ct(Jt(p ),Vm;X,t)] dA,

(7.3-8)

i.e. that the surface integral is an invariant.

7.4 The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time
convolution type
The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type follows upon
considering the local interaction quantity On[/3 A(x,s)O Bm (x,s) - ~ B(X,S)OmA(X,s)]. Using standard
rules for spatial differentiation and adjusting the subscripts for later convenience, we obtain
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$2

7.3-3 Domain a)bounded internally by the closed surface S~ and extemally by the closed surface S2.

~x,S)Vm ~x,s) - ~ (x,~)vr~ (x,~)]

~m [/:3 A. ..,B. . B ,,A

-[3r~ B.,s)] 0~.,s) - ~ B.,s)[O~0~.,s)].

(7.4-1)

Wi~ the aid of Equations (7.1-13)-(7.1-16), the different terms on the right-hand side become

~B

~ a(x,s)[3~v~ (x,s)] = -fi a(x,s)~ B(x,s)fi B(x,s) + fi A(x,s)~ B(x,s),
vr (x,s) =-¢~,~(x,s)vg (x,s)v~ (x,s) +ff(x,s)O~(X,s) ,

(7.4-4)

[~r~r (x,~)] =-p ~(x,~)~ ~(x,~)p ~(x,~) + p ~(x,~)4 ~(x,~).

(7.4-~)

Combining ~uations (7.4-2)-(7.4-5) with Equation (7.4-1), it is found that
~B
~A
~m [P~A(~,~)Vm
(~,~)- P~B(~,~)v~
=

(7.4-3)

--

Vr (X,S)Vk (X,S)
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_ B (x,s) - 0 A(x,s)]
^A (x,s)v
^B (x,s) + ~A(x,s)~B(x,~ f~(x,s)~(x,s) ~B..~A..
+ f~
k
- [x,s)q [x,s),

(7,4-6)

Equation (7.4-6) is the local form of the complex frequency-domain counterpart of the acoustic
reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type. The first two terms on the right-hand side are
representative of the differences (contrasts) in the acoustic properties of the fluids present in
the two states; these terms vanish at those locations where ~rB, l~(x,s) = ~icA.r(X,S) and 0 t3(x,s) =
~ A(x,s) for all s in the domain in the complex s plane where Equation (7.~-6) holds. When the
latter conditions hold, the two media are referred to as each other’s adjoint. The last four terms
on the right-hand side of Equation (7.4-6) are representative of the action of the sources in the
two states; these terms vanish at those locations where no sources are present.
To arrive at the global form of the reciprocity theorem for some bounded domain D, it is
assumed that ~) is the union of a finite number of subdomains in each of which the terms
occurring in Equation (7.4-6) are continuous. Upon integrating Equation (7.4-6) over each of
these subdomains, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem (Equation (A.12-1)) to the resulting
left-hand side, and adding the results, we arrive at (Figure 7.4-1)

fx

^A
^B
^B
^A
I~m [p (X,s)Vm (X,S) -- p (X,S)V (X,S)]dA
m

_
-Vr tX, S)Vk
--~x {[~FB’k(X’s) ~k’Ar(x’S)] ^ A"

+,~ (x,s)vg
(x,s)+
x~D
_ f? (X,S)OrA(X,s) _ ~ B (X,s)O A(X,s)I dV.

(7.4-7)

Equation (7.4-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain ag, of the complex frequencydomain counterpart of the acoustic reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type. Note that
in the process of adding the contributions from the subdomains of ~D, the contributions from
common interfaces have cancelled in view of the boundary conditions of the continuity type
(Equations (7.1-17) and (7.1-18)), and that the contributions from boundary surfaces of
acoustically impenetrable parts of the configuration have vanished in view of the pertaining
boundary conditions of the explicit type (Equation (7.1-19) or (7.1-20)). On the left-hand side,
therefore, only a contribution from the outer boundary ~D of ~9 remains insofar as parts of this
boundary do not coincide with the boundary surface of an acoustically impenetrable object. On
the right-hand side, the first integral is representative of the differences (contrasts) in the
acoustic properties of the fluids present in the two states; this term vanishes if the media in the
two states are, throughout D, each other’s adjoint. The second integral on the right-hand side
is representative of the action of the sources in ~9 in the two states; this term vanishes if no
sources are present in ~D.
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7.4-1 Bounded domain ~D with boundary surface ~a) to which the reciprocity theorems apply.
The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In quite a number of cases the reciprocity theorem (Equation (7.4-7)) will be applied to an
unbounded domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions described in Section 7.1
are made and Equation (7.4-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere S(O,A) with
its centre at the origin and of radius A, after which the limit A---~oo is taken (Figure 7.4-2).
Whether or not the surface integral contribution over S(O,A) does vanish as A---~oo, depends on
the nature of the time behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. When the wave fields in
states A and B are both causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical wave
fields), the far-field representations of Equations (7.1-21)--(7.1-23) apply for sufficiently large
values of A. Then, the contribution from S(O,A) vanishes in the limit A--~oo. If, however, at least
one of the two states is chosen to be non-causal (which, for example, can apply to the case
where one of the two states is a computational one), the contribution from S(O,A) does not
vanish, no matter how large a value of A is chosen. However, since outside the sphere S(O,AO)
that is used to define the embedding (see Section 7.1) the media are each other’s adjoint and
no sources are present, the surface integral contribution from ,5(O,A) is independent of the value
of A as long as A > A0 (see Exercise 7.4-4).
The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type is mainly
used for investigating the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of acoustic transducers
(see Sections 7.6 and 7.7) and for modelling direct (forward) source problems (see Section 7.8)
and direct (forward) scattering problems (see Section 7.9).

Exercises
Exercise 7,4-1
Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (7.4-6) follows from
Equation (7.2-6).
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s(o, Ao)
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7.4-2 Unbounded domain a9 to which the reciprocity theorems apply. S(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; $(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the fluid is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.
Exercise 7,4-2

Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (7.4-7) follows from
Equation (7.2-7).
Exercise 7.4-3
To what form do the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (7.4-6) and
(7.4-7) reduce if the fluids in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting?
Answers:
A^A^B
-- Ck, r(X,S)] Vr (X,S)Vk (X,S)= S [Pr,Bk(x) -- Pr, k(X)] Vr (X,S)Vk

and

Exercise 7.4-4

Let ~D be the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface ,51 and externally
by the closed surface ,52. The unit vectors along the normals to ,51 and ,52 are chosen as shown
in Figure 7.4-3. The reciprocity theorem Equation (7.4-7) is applied to the domain ~D. In ag, no
sources are present, in either state A or state B, and the fluid in ~9 in state B is in its acoustic
properties the adjoint of the one in state A. Prove that
f X l~rn [~ A ^ B
^ B ^ A
(X,S)Vm (X,S) -- p (X,S)Vm (X,S)] dA

=

(x,s)vm (x,s) - ~ (x,s)vm (x,s)] dA,

(7.4-8)
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$2

7.4-3 Domain ~D bounded internally by the closed surface S1 and externally by the closed surface S2.

i.e. that the surface integral is an invariant.

7.5 The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time
correlation type
The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type follows upon
considering the local interaction quantity Om [~ A(X,s)O Bm (X,-s) + ~ B(X,-S)OmA(x,s)t’ Using
standard rules for spatial differentiation and adjusting the subscripts to later convenience, we
obtain

= ~k [/~ A(X,S)’~kB (X,-S)] + Dr [~ B (X,_S)~rA(X,S)]

q" [~rff B(X,--S)] OrA(X,S) + ff B(X,-S) [~r0rA(X,S)].

(7.5-1)

With the aid of Equations (7.1-13)-(7.1-16), the different terms on the right-hand side become
[3kfi A(x,s) l ¢~ (x,_s)
^ A ^ .~
^ B (X,-S)
f ~A(x,s)f~
(x,_s)
=-~k,r(X,S)Vr
(X,S)vk
+

,

(7.5-2)

p ~(x,s) [~v~^ ~(x,-s)]=-~ ~(x,s)~ ~(x,-~) ~ ~(x,-~) + ~~ (x,s)q (x,-s),
Vr (X,S)=-~r,k(X,-S)Vk (X,-S)Vr (X,S)

,

(7.5-3)
(7.5-4)
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fiB(Jc,-S)[Or~rA(x,S)]:-ffB(x,-s)OA(x,S)I~A(X,S)+ fi B(X,-s)0 A(X,S).

(7.5-5)

Combining Equations (7.5-2)-(7.5-5) with Equation (7.5-1), it is found that
^A

^B

B

^A

Om [P (X,S)Vm (X,-S) + fi (X,-s)Vm

+ [-0 ~(x,-~) - ,~ a(x,s)] ~ a(~,s) ~ ~(x,-s)
^B
^B (X,--~ fr
^B(X,--S)Vr
^A (X,s) + ~ B(X,_S)q,~(X,S).
+ fi^A(X,S)V~
(X,--S) + A
~ (X,S)q
(7.5-6)

Equation (7.5-6) is the local form of the complex frequency-domain counterpart of the acoustic
reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type. The first two terms on the fight-hand side are
representative of the differences (contrasts) in the acoustic properties of the fluids present in
the two states; these terms vanish at those locations where ~rB, k(x,-s) =-~kA, r(X,S) and
~ B(x,-s) =-0 A(x,s) for all s in the domain in the complex s plane where Equation (7.5-6) holds.
When the latter conditions hold, the two media are referred to as each other’s time-reverse
adjoint. The last four terms on the fight-hand side of Equation (7.5-6) are representative of the
action of the sources in the two states; these terms vanish at those locations where no sources
are present.
To arrive at the global form of the reciprocity theorem for some bounded domain ~D, it is
assumed that ~> is the union of a finite number of subdomains in each of which the terms
occurring in Equation (7.5-6) are continuous. Upon integrating Equation (7.5-6) over each of
these subdomains, applying Gauss’ divergence theorem (Equation (A.12-1)) to the resulting
left-hand side, and adding the results, we arrive at (Figure 7.5-1)

Ixc--O

^A ,,B
^B ^A
~’m [P (JC, S)Vm (X,--S) + p (X,-S)Vm (,l:,s)] dA

=

-- ~k,r(X,S)]Vr^ (X,S)V
_~rB, k(X,_S)
A. . ^ B
.
k !,X,--S)

(7.5-7)
Equation (7.5-7) is the global form, for the bounded domain ~D, of the complex frequencydomain counterpart of the acoustic reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type. Note that
in the process of adding the contributions from the subdomains of ag, the contributions from
common interfaces have cancelled in view of the boundary conditions of the continuity type
(Equations (7.1-17) and (7.1-18)), and that the contributions from boundary surfaces of
acoustically impenetrable parts of the configuration have vanished in view of the pertaining
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7.5- | Bounded domain D with boundary surface 0D to which the reciprocity theorems apply.

boundary conditions of the explicit type (Equation (7.1-19) or (7.1-20)). On the left-hand side,
therefore, only a contribution from the outer boundary ~9 of if)remains, insofar as parts of this
boundary do not coincide with the boundary surface of an acoustically impenetrable object. On
the right-hand side, the first integral is representative of the differences (contrasts) in the
acoustic properties of the fluids present in the two states; this term vanishes if the media in the
two states are, throughout ~D, each other’s time-reverse adjoint. The second integral on the
right-hand side is representative of the action of the sources in D in the two states; this term
vanishes if no sources are present in ~D.

The limiting case of an unbounded domain
In a number of cases the reciprocity theorem (Equation (7.5-7)) will be applied to an unbounded
domain. To handle such cases, the embedding provisions given in Section 7.1 are made and
Equation (7.5-7) is first applied to the domain interior to the sphere S(O,A) with its centre at
the origin and of radius A, after which the limit A~oo is taken (Figure 7.5-2).
Since outside the sphere S(O,Ao) that is used to define the embedding (see Section 7.1) the
media are each other’s time-reverse adjoint and no sources are present, the surface integral
contribution from S(O,A) is, in any case, independent of the value of A for A > A0 (see Exercise
7.5-4). Whether or not this contribution vanishes as A--~oo depends on the nature of the time
behaviour of the wave fields in the two states. When the wave fields in states A and B are both
causal in time (which is the case if both states apply to physical wave fields) the contribution
of S(O,A) is a non-vanishing function that is independent of the value of A. If, however, state
A is chosen to be causal and state B is chosen to be anti-causal (which, for example, can apply
to the case where state B is a computational one) the contribution from 5(O,A) vanishes for
sufficiently large values of A.
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7.5-2 Unbounded domain ~9 to which the reciprocity theorems apply. S(O,A) is the bounding sphere
that recedes to infinity; S(O,Ao) is the sphere outside which the fluid is homogeneous, isotropic and
lossless.

The complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time correlation type is mainly
used in modelling inverse source problems (see Section 7.10) and inverse scattering problems
(see Section 7.11).

Exercises

Exercise 7,5-1
Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (7.5-6) follows from
Equation (7.3-6).
Exercise 7.5-2
Show, by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time, that Equation (7.5-7) follows from
Equation (7.3-7).
Exercise 7.5-3
To what form do the contrast-in-media terms in the reciprocity theorems Equations (7.5-6) and
(7.5-7) reduce if the fluids in states A and B are both instantaneously reacting?
Answer:
Vr !,X,S)V
-- ~ktr(X,s)]
=
k !,X,--S) S[/~r,Bk(x)
[_~rB, k(X,_S)
^ A..^B..

_f3k,Ar(x)]
Bk (.~,--S)
Vr (3C, AS)V
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and

Exercise 7,5-4

Let ~Dbe the bounded domain that is internally bounded by the closed surface S1 and externally
by the closed surface S:z. The unit vectors along the normals to $1 and $2 are chosen as shown
in Figure 7.5-3. The reciprocity theorem (Equation (7.5-7)) is applied to the domain D. In ~D,
no sources are present either in state A or in state B, and the fluid in ~gin state B is in its acoustic
properties the time-reverse adjoint of the one in state A. Prove that

(7.5-8)
i.e. that the surface integral is an invariant.

7.6 Transmission/reception reciprocib/properties of a pair of acoustic
transducers
The transmission and the reception of acoustic waves take place through the use of acoustic
transducers (which can be, for example, of piezoelectric, magnetoelastic or electrodynamic
type). Different representations exist to model the action of the transducers. In this respect we
shall discuss the volume action model and the surface action model. To analyse the corresponding reciprocity properties, we consider the fundamental configuration of two transducers that
are surrounded by a fluid. The entire configuration occupies a bounded or unbounded domain
9. Transducer A occupies the bounded domain TrA with boundary surface 0TrA, and a unit
vector along the normal Vm oriented away from TrA. Transducer B occupies the bounded domain
TrB with boundary surface 0TrB, and a unit vector along the normal Urn oriented away from TrB.
The domain exterior to TrAuOTrA is denoted by Try; the domain exterior to TrBU~l’rB is
denoted by Try. The domains TrA and Tq3 are disjoint (Figure 7.6-1).
As to the boundary conditions across the interfaces between fluid parts with different
acoustic properties and the boundary conditions at the boundary surfaces of acoustically
impenetrable objects, the provisions necessary for the global reciprocity theorems to hold are
made. If the immersing fluid occupies a bounded domain, the exterior of this domain is assumed
to be acoustically impenetrable. If the immersing fluid occupies an unbounded domain, the
standard limiting procedure described in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain is
applied. Since transmission and reception are both causal phenomena, the transmission/reception reciprocity properties are based on the reciprocity theorems (Equations (7.2-7) and (7.4-7))
of the time convolution type in which theorem causality is preserved.
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7.5-3 Domain ~D bounded internally by the closed surface $1 and externally by the closed surface 32.
Volume action transducers
A volume action transducer is characterised by the property that in the transmitting mode its
action can be accounted for by prescribed values of the volume source densities of volume
injection rate and/or force, whose common support is the domain occupied by that transducer,
while in the receiving mode it is sensitive to the acoustic pressure and/or the particle velocity
over the domain it occupies. To investigate the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of
a pair of such transducers, we take state A to be the causal acoustic state for which the volume
source densities have the support TrA (i.e. in state A, transducer Ais the transmitting transducer
and transducer B is the receiving transducer). In addition, we take state B to be the causal
acoustic state for which the volume source densities have the support TrB (i.e. in state B,
transducer B is the transmitting transducer and transducer A is the receiving transducer).
Application of the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type
(Equation (7.2-7)), to the entire domain ~D occupied by the configuration, assuming the fluid to
be self-adjoint, yields
f x [C’( ft’v~;x’t) - Ct(pB’ qA;x’t)] dV
~TrA

BA
=[ [C,(f/ ,Vr ;X,t)-Ct(pA~qB;x,t)]dV.

(7.6-1)

d xEWrB

The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (7.6-1) follows from Equation (7.4-7)
as

(7.6-2)
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7.6-| Configuration of the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a pair of acoustic transducers (TrA and TrB) surrounded by a fluid.

In Equations (7.6-1) and (7.6-2), the terms containing the source densities of volume injection
rate are representative of the action of the transducer as a (volume distributed) transmitting
monopole transducer, while the terms containing the volume densities of force are representative of the action of the transducer as a (volume distributed) transmitting dipole
transducer. Furthermore, the terms containing the acoustic pressure quantify the sensitivity of
the transducer as a (volume distributed) receiving monopoIe transducer, while the terms
containing the particle velocity quantify the sensitivity of the transducer as a (volume
distributed) receiving dipole transducer. From Equations (7.6-1) and (7.6-2) it is concluded that
a spatially distributed monopole transducer is only sensitive to the acoustic pressure (and
insensitive to the particle velocity), while a spatially distributed dipole transducer is only
sensitive to the particle velocity (and insensitive to the acoustic pressure). The reciprocity
relations imply that the different sensitivities are related (i.e. through Equations (7.6-1) and
(7.6-2)).

Surface action transducers
A surface action transducer is characterised by the property that in its transmitting mode its
action can be accounted for by prescribed values of the normal component of the particle
velocity and the acoustic pressure at its boundary surface, while in its receiving mode it is
sensitive to the normal component of the particle velocity and the acoustic pressure at that
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surface. This description of the action of the transducer is employed when the description of its
action by volume sources is either inapplicable or irrelevant. To investigate the reciprocity
properties of a pair of such transducers, we take state A to be the causal acoustic state for which
the prescribed surface source densities have the support 0TrA (i.e. in state A, transducer A is
the transmitting transducer and transducer B is the receiving transducer). In addition, we take
state B to be the causal acoustic state for which the prescribed surface source densities have the
support 0TrB (i.e. in state B, transducer B is the transmitting transducer and transducer A is the
receiving transducer). Application of the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time
convolution type, (Equation (7.2-7)), to the entire domain ~Dc3Tr~ nTri] exterior to the
transducers yields, assuming the fluid to be self-adjoint,
Vm ;X,t) -- Ct(p , Vm;X,t)]

~XrA

f

-

A,
x~OTr~m [Ct(pB’vm
A ;g,t) Ct(P

dA.

(7.6-3)

The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (7.6-3) follows from Equation (7.4-7)
as

(X,S)Vm (X,S) -- fi (X,S)Vm (X,S)] dA
fi-OTrA

=

fa x~OTr

,,A
,,A ,,B
Vml"Bp (X,s)Vm (X,S) - p (X,s)Vrn (X,S)] dA.

(7.6-4)

B
In Equations (7.6-3) and (7.6-4), the terms containing the source densities of surface injection
rate (i.e. Vr~r) are representative of the action of the transducer as a (surface distributed)
translnitting tnonopoIe transducer, while the terms containing the surface densities of force
(i.e. Vkfi) are representative of the action of the transducer as a (surface distributed) transmitting
dipole transducer. Furthermore, the terms containing the acoustic pressure quantify the
sensitivity of the transducer as a (surface distributed) receiving monopole transducer, while the
terms containing the particle velocity quantify the sensitivity of the transducer as a (surface
distributed) receiving dipole transducer. From Equations (7.6-3) and (7.6-4) it is concluded that
a surface distributed monopole transducer is only sensitive to the acoustic pressure (and
insensitive to the particle velocity), while a surface distributed dipole transducer is only
sensitive to the (normal component of the) particle velocity (and insensitive to the acoustic
pressure). The reciprocity relations imply that the different sensitivities are related (i.e. through
Equations (7.6-3) and (7.6-4)).

Exercises
Exercise 7,6-1
Use Equation (7.2-7) to derive the time-domain transmission/reception reciprocity theorem for
a pair of transducers (A and B) if transducer A is a volume action transducer and transducer B
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is a surface action transducer. (Note the orientation of the unit vector gm along the normal to
~Trs.)
Answer:

=

I~m [Ct(P ,Vm;X,t)
~TrB

B
- Ct(p A, Vm;X,t)~
dA.

(7

Exercise 7.6-2
Use Equation (7.4-7) to derive the complex frequency-domain transmission/reception reciprocity theorem for a pair of transducers (A and B) if transducer A is a volume action transducer
and transducer B is a surface action transducer. (Note the orientation of the unit vector um along
the normal to 0TrB.)
Answer:
~x [ f2(x,s)~(x,s)- fiB(x,s)~tA(x,s)]dV
=

fx

.,B

.,A

.,A

^B

I~m [p (X,S)Vm (X,S) -- p (X,S)Vm (X,S)~]

dA.

(7.6-6)

~TrB

Exercise 7.6-3
If in the interior of TrA and TrB the acoustic wave-field quantities would be set equal to zero
and these wave-field quantities would on ~Tra and 3TrB jump to their respective boundary
values, the jumps would, on account of Equations (7.1-1)-(7.1-4), give rise to surface force
sources
with volume
densities
= Vl~pA,B6OTr~,
and surface injection rate sources
with volume
densities
q A,B =f~A,B
VrVrA,B60TrA
B(X)B(X)
’ ffhere ds(x) is the surface Dirac delta
distribution operative on the surface S. She;g, by taking the time convolution of the inner
A,Bwith Vk
B,Aand ofA,B
products off/~
q withp B,A
, that in this physicalpicture Equation (7.6-3)
is compatible with Equation (7.6-1).
Exercise 7,6-4
Show, in a manner similar to Exercise 7.6-3, that Equation (7.6-4) is compatible with Equation
(7.6-2).

7.7 Transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a single acoustic
transducer
To analyse the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a single transducer, we consider
the fundamental configuration of a single transducer surrounded by a fluid. The entire
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configuration occupies a, bounded or unbounded, domain ag. The transducer occupies the
bounded domain Tr with boundary surface 3Tr and a unit vector along the normal vm oriented
away from Tr (Figure 7.7-1). The domain exterior to Tru3Tr is denoted by Tr’.
As to the boundary conditions across interfaces between fluid parts with different acoustic
properties and the boundary conditions at the boundary surfaces of acoustically impenetrable
objects, the provisions necessary for the global reciprocity theorems to hold are made. If the
immersing fluid occupies a bounded domain, the exterior of this domain is assumed to be
acoustically impenetrable. If the immersing fluid occupies an unbounded domain, the standard
limiting procedure described in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain is applied. Since
transmission and reception are both causal phenomena, the transmission/reception reciprocity
properties are based on the reciprocity theorems (Equations (7.2-7) and (7.4-7)) of the time
convolution type, in which causality is preserved.

Volume action transducer
If Tr is a volume action transducer, its action in the transmitting mode is accounted for by
prescribed values of the volume source densities of injection rate and/or force, whose support
is the domain occupied by the transducer, while in the receiving mode it is sensitive to the
acoustic pressure and/or the particle velocity over the domain it occupies. To investigate the
transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a single transducer of this kind, state Ais taken
to be the causal state associated with the wave field {pT,vrT} generated by the prescribed volume
source densities { qT, fkT} whose support is Tr. This state is referred to as the transmitting state
and will be denoted by the superscript T. Next, state B is taken to be the causal state associated
with the wave field that is generated by unspecified sources located in the domain Tr’ exterior
to the transducer. In the surrounding fluid these sources would generate an incident wavefield
{pi,vri} if the transducer were not activated. The total wave field {pR,vrR} in the presence of the
transducer is then the superposition of the incident wave field and the scattered wave field
{pS,vrS}, i.e.
RR
si s
{p ,Vr } = {pi + P ,Vr + Vr} .

(7.7-1)

The relevant state is referred to as the receiving state and will be denoted by the superscript R.
Note that in the receiving state the domain Tr occupied by the transducer is source-free and that
the scattered wave field in this state is source-free in the domain Tr’ exterior to the domain
occupied by the transducer. Application of the time-domain reciprocity theorem of the time
convolution type (Equation (7.2-7)) to the transmitted and the scattered wave fields and to the
domain Tr’ exterior to the transducer yields, assuming the fluid to be self-adjoint,
1~m [Ct(pT, Vm;X,t) - Ct(ps, Vrn;X,t)] dA = 0.

c-OTr

(7.7-2)

Here, we have used the property that the total wave field in the transmitting state and the
scattered wave field in the receiving state are both source-free in the domain Tr’ exterior to the
transducer and causally related to the action of (primary or secondary) source distributions with
the domain Tr occupied by the transducer as their supports, on account of which both the volume
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7.7-1
Configuration for the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a single acoustic
transducer Tr surrounded by a fluid.

integral over the domain exterior to the transducer and the surface integral over the outer
boundary of the domain of application of Equation (7.2-7) vanish. Using Equation (7.7-1), it
follows from Equation (7.7-2) that
T Vm;X,t
R - Ct(PR, vTm;x,t)] dA
~’rn [Ct(P,
)
c-3Tr
i
Vrn;X,t) - Ct(p ,
m
[C’(PT’
i
Ix T~r

.

(7.7-3)

Next, Equation (7.2-7) is applied to the total wave fields in the transmitting and the receiving
states and to the domain Tr occupied by the transducer. This yields, again assuming the fluid
to be self-adjoint,

Ixc--O

T R - Ct( , Vm;X,O
RT
] dA
Urn ICt(p , Vm;X,t) p
Tr

(7.7-4)

Combining Equations (7.7-3) and (7.7-4), and using the continuity of the acoustic pressure and
the normal component of the particle velocity across OTr in both states, we arrive at

Ixc_oT!Ct

(pT i
iT
Vm;X,t) - Ct(p, Vm;X,t)] dA
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(7.7-5)
The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (7.7-5) follows, in a similar manner,
from Equation (7.4-7) as

fx

^T
(x,S)Vm(X,s) - i(x,S)Vm
(X,s)] dA

c-9TrI~m [/3 T ^i

=

fk (X’S)Vk (X,S) - ~ R(X,S)4 T(X,S) dV.
,t x~Tr

(7.7-6)

In view of what has been found in Section 7.6, the right-hand sides of Equations (7.7-5) and
(7.7-6) are representative of the sensitivity of the transducer to a received acoustic wave field
generated elsewhere in the domain exterior to the transducer. The left-hand sides express that
the transducer can, in the receiving state, be conceived of as being excited, across its boundary
surface, by the incident wave field. Equations (7.7-5) and (7.7-6) relate these two aspects
quantitatively.

Surface action transducer
If Tr is a surface action transducer, its action in the transmitting mode is accounted for by
prescribed values of the normal component of the particle velocity and the acoustic pressure at
its boundary surface, while in the receiving mode it is sensitive to the normal component of the
particle velocity and the acoustic pressure at that surface. This description of the action of the
transducer is employed when the description of its action by volume sources is either
inapplicable or irrelevant. To investigate the transmission/reception reciprocity properties of a
single transducer of this kind, state A is, as above, taken to be the causal state associated with
the wave field {pT,vrT} generated by the prescribed surface source densities of injection rate
(i.e. UrvTr) and force (i.e. ukpT), whose support is bTr. This state is referred to as the transmitting
state and will be denoted by the superscript T. Next, state B is taken to be the causal state
associated with the wave field that is generated by unspecified sources located in the domain
Tr’ exterior to the transducer. In the surrounding fluid these sources would generate an incident
wave field {pi,@} if the transducer were not activated. The total wave field {pR,vrR} in the
presence of the transducer is again the superposition of the incident wave field and the scattered
wavefield {pS,vrS}, i.e.
RR
" si s
{P ,Vr } = {p’ + p ,Vr + Vr} .

(7.7-7)

The relevant state is referred to as the receiving state and will be denoted by the superscript R.
Note that in the receiving state the domain Tr occupied by the transducer is source-free insofar
as the total field is concerned and that the scattered wave field in this state is source-flee in the
domain Tr’ exterior to the domain occupied by the transducer. Application of the time-domain
reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type (Equation (7.2-7)), to the transmitted and the
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scattered wave fields and to the domain Tr’ exterior to the transducer, assuming the fluid to be
self-adjoint, yields
Vm;X,t) - Ct(Ps, Vm;X,t)] dA = O .

(7.7-8)

Now, using Equation (7.7-7), it follows that
Vm;X,t) _ Ct(pR, T

Tr
=

fxVm L

t!’PT’
Vm;X’t)
- Ct(p’iTVm;X’t)l dA.
[’C"
i

(7.7-9)

~Tr

The complex frequency-domain counterpart of Equation (7.7-9) follows, in a similar manner,
from Equation (7.4-7) as

fxVm ^r
c-OTr

=

(X,S)Vm (X,S) -- ~ (X,S)Vm(X,S)] dA

(X,S)Vm(X,S) -- ~ (X,S)Vm(X,S)] dA.

(7.7-10)

In view of what has been found in Section 7.6, the left-hand sides of Equations (7.7-9) and
(7.7-10) are representative of the sensitivity of the transducer to a received acoustic wave field
generated elsewhere in the domain exterior to the transducer. The right-hand sides express that
the transducer can, in the receiving state, be conceived of as being excited, across its boundary
surface, by the incident wave field. Equations (7.7-9) and (7.7-10) relate these two aspects
quantitatively.

7.8 The direct (forward) source problem; point-source solutions and Green’s
functions
In the direct (or forward) source problem we want to express the acoustic wave-field quantities
in a configuration with given acoustic properties in terms of the source distributions that
generate the wave field. Let a9 be the domain in which expressions for the generated acoustic
wave field {pT, vTr } = {pT,vTr } (X,t) are to be found. If ~Dis a bounded domain, its boundary surface
~D is assumed to be acoustically impenetrable. If ~9 is an unbounded domain, the standard
provisions described in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. Since
{pT,vrT__} is a physical wave field, it satisfies the condition of causality. The source distributions
T } = {q T
{qT,f/~
,f/iT}(x,t) that generate the wave field, have the bounded support ~DT that is a
proper subdomain of ~D (Figure 7.8-1).
The acoustic properties of the fluid present in ~D are characterised by the relaxation functions
{/~Ic, r,X} = {!zlc, r,X,}(x,t), which are causal functions of time. The case of an instantaneously
reacting fluid easily follows from the more general case of a fluid with relaxation.
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7.8- I (a)

7.8-I(b)

7.8-1 Configuration of the direct (forward) source problem. Dr is the bounded support of the source
distributions. (a) The fluid occupies the bounded domain D with acoustically impenetrable boundary 229.
(b) The fluid occupies the unbounded domain D; $(O,A) is the bounding sphere that recedes to infinity.
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Time-domain analysis

For the time-domain analysis of the problem the global reciprocity theorem of the time
convolution type (Equation (7.2-7)) is taken as the point of departure. In it, state A is taken to
be the generated acoustic wave field under consideration, i.e.
AA
TT
(7.8-1)
{p ,vr } = {p ,vr }(x,t) for x~D,
A T} T=xt{q ,f/~ }(. , ) forx~DT,
{qA,f/~

(7.8-2)

and
{[.tkA, r ,ZA} = {/.lk, r,Z}(X,l)

for x~D.

(7.8-3)

Next, state B is chosen such that the application of Equation (7.2-7) to the domain ~D leads to
the values of {pT,vrT} at some arbitrary pointx’~9. Inspection of the right-hand side of Equation
(7.2-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of state B a point
source of volume injection rate at x’ when we want an expression for the acoustic pressure at
x’, and a point source of force at x’ when we want an expression for the particle velocity at x’,
while the fluid in state B must be taken to be the adjoint of the one in state A, i.e.
{itrB, k ,~(B } = {~k,r,J~ }

for all x~D.

(7.8-4)

Furthermore, if D is bounded, the acoustic wave field in state B must satisfy on 3~D the same
boundary conditions for an acoustically impenetrable boundary as in state A, while if ~D is
unbounded the acoustic wave field in state B must be causally related to the action of its (point)
sources. The two possible choices of the source distributions will be discussed separately below.
First, we choose
qB= ac~(x- x; t) and f? = 0,

(7.8-5)

where 6(x - x’, t) represents the four-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’ and at the instant t = 0, while a is an arbitrary constant scalar. The acoustic wave
field causally radiated by this source is given by
, q;B
, ..
PB,vB~
k~ =tp
,Vk’q’B~,
l~X,X,t),

(7.8-6)

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (7.2-7) is applied to the
domain ~9. When ~ is bounded, we have for the integral over its boundary surface

fx
~x~

AB
BA
Vm [Ct(P, Vm;X,t) - Ct(p, Vm;X,t)] dA

=

T ~
L-,, T q;B ’ " Ct(pq’B
’ ,Vm;X,X,t)]dA
=, 0
~gm [t.;t(p , Vm ;X,X, t) -

(7.8-7)

while if ~Dis unbounded the standard provisions given in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded
domain yield

~x

~ ( o,A)

Vm;X,t)l
dA
A
Vm [Ct(pA,Vm;X,t
B
) _ Ct(pB,
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Ix

T q;B

p

vm[Ct(P,Vm ;x,x,t)- C,(pq;B,
~(o~)

T

p

Vm;X,x, t)]

dA’-->0

asA--->oo.

(7.8-8)

Furthermore, in view of Equation (7.8-5) and the properties of 6(x -x; t),
A,+qB;x,t)] dV
r ;x,t)
Ix [-Ct(f;
B A ,vCt(P

= f [C,(pT, a~(x-x’,t);x,t)]dV=apT(x~,t) ,
d x~D

(7.8-9)

and, as the sources have the support DT,
Ix~[ Ct( ft, vt~ ;x,t) - Ct(pB, qA;x,t) l dV

: ~++r[Ct(#,v~:B;x,X’,t>- Ct(pq;B, qT;x,x’,t)] dV.

(7.8-10)

Collecting the results, we arrive at
q;B T ,
apT(x; t)= f [Ct(pq;B,qT;x,x; t) - Ct(vk
,fk ;x,x,t)] dV forx’~D,
r

(7.8-11)

~D

where, in the second term on the right-hand side, we have used the symmetry of the convolution
in its functional arguments. From Equation (7.8-11) a representation for pT(x;t) is obtained by
taking into account that pq;B and vkq;B are linearly related to a. The latter relationship is
expressed .as
{pq;B, Vflc ;B } (x,x,, t) = { G pq;B’ G~c q;B } (x,x; t)a .
(7.8-12)
However, as for the right-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 7.8-1 and 7.8-3)
{ G pq;B, G[q;B } (x,x: t) = { G Pq, -G~f} (x; x,t)
(7.8-13)
hold, Equation (7.8-11) leads, with Equations (7.8-12) and (7.8-13), and invoking the condition
that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of a, to the final result
pT (x’, t)
=Ix[

LCt(GPq,qT;x’,x,t) C
+ ’GP~f,
tk k f~;x;x,t)]dV for x’+~D.

(7.8-14)

Equation (7.8-14) expresses the acoustic pressure pT of the generated acoustic wave field at
x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary distributed sources qT dV and
fkw dV at x, The intervening kernel functions are the acoustic pressure/volume injection source
Green’s function Gpq = GPq(x’,x,t) and the acoustic pressure/force source Green’s function
G~f= G~f(x’,x,t). These Green’s functions are the acoustic pressure at x’, radiated in the actual
fluid with constitutive parameters {#/~,r,2~ } = {ttk, r,Z } (x,t), by a point source of volume injection
at x and a point source of force at x, respectively.
Secondly, we choose
qB=0 and frB=br6(X-X;t),
(7.8-15)
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where br is an arbitrary constant vector. The acoustic wave field causally radiated by this source
is given by
{pB, v~ } = {pf.,B, vf~;B } (X,X; t) ,

(7.8-16)

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (7.2-7) is applied to the
domain D. In case D is bounded, we have for the integral over its boundary surface
l)m [Ct(pA,Vm;X,t
B
) Ct(pB, A

’

=.[

Vm;X,X, t)] dA = 0,

(7.8-17)

while, if D is unbounded, the standard provisions given in Section 7.1 for handling an
unbounded domain yield

Ix

~s(o~)

BA
A’Vm
B ;X,t) - Ct( , Vm;X,t)
~’m [C"
t!’P
p
]dA

L

_
i~m ECt(P1:~B;x,X,,t) _ Ct(pf;B,
Vm;X,X,t)]
T,
dA ---> 0 as A- >o,,.
--Ix~s(o~)

(7.8-18)

Furthermore, in view of Equation (7.8-15) and the properties of 6(x - x’, t),
-Ct( f~. ,vr ;x,t) + Ct(pA, qB;x,t) dV
(7.8-19)
= - Ix~D[Ct(brd(X- x;t)’vTr;x;t)l dV=-brvT(x’,t).
Furthermore, as the sources have the support Dr,
Ix~c~[Ct( f:,vl~ ;x,t) - Ct(pB, qA;x,t)] dV
T f;B

t

= Ix~mr[Ct(fl~ ,vk ;x,x,t) --C,(pf"B, qT;x,x;t)] dV

.

(7.8-20)

Collecting the results, we arrive at
T, f
brvr(X,t)=

Jx

~ . f’B ~T ,
[-Ct(pf;B, qT;x,x;t)+t-;t!.Vk’ ,:k ;x,x,t)ldV forx’~D,

(7.8-21)

where, in the second term on the right-hand side, we have used the symmetry of the convolution
in its functional arguments. From Equation (7.8-21) a representation for vTr(x’, t) is obtained by
taking into account that pf;B and v[;B are linearly related to br. The latter relationship is
expressed by
{pf;B, Vfk;B}(x,x;t) f .pf;B .vf’,B}(x,x,,t)br
= "t ~rr

,t-rk, r

"

(7,8-22)
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However, as for the right-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 7.8-2 and 7.8-4)
pf;B ,,-, vf’,B
~rr ,t.rk,r } (X,X~, t) ={_G Vrq,Grv, fk } (X~,x,t)

(7.8-23)

hold, Equation (7.8-21) leads with Equations (7.8-22) and (7.8-23), and invoking the condition
that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of br, to the final result
T , fx [Ct(GVrq’qT;x;x’t) + Ct(Grv’fk’f~;x:x’t)] dV for x’~D.
(7.8-24)
Vr (X,t) =
r
~D

’

Equation (7.8-24) expresses the particle velocity VrT of the generated acoustic wave field at x’
as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary distributed sources qT dV and
fkT dV at x. The intervening kernel functions are the particle velocity/volume injection source
Green’s function Grvq = GrVq(x;x,t) and the particle velocity/force source Green’s function
GrV,~ = GrV,~(x;x,t). These Green’s functions are the particle velocity atx’, radiated in the actual
fluid with constitutive parameters {/Zk, r,Z } = {#l~,r,Z } (x,t), by a point source of volume injection
at x and a point source of force at x, respectively.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
For the complex frequency-domain analysis of the problem the complex frequency-domain
global reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type, Equation (7.4-7), is taken as the point
of departure. In it, state A is taken to be the generated acoustic wave field under consideration,
i.e.

for x~ ~D,
for x~Dr,

(7.8-25)

for x~ D.

(7.8-27)

(7.8-26)

and
{ ~k,r r] : (~k,r,~}(X,S)

Next, state B is chosen such that the application of Equation (7.4-7) to the domain ~D leads to
the values of {/~T,~rT} at some arbitrary point x’~. Inspection of the right-hand side of
Equation (7.4-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of state
B a point source of volume injection rate at x’ when we want an expression for the acoustic
pressure at x’, and a point source of force at x’ when we want an expression for the particle
velocity atx’, while the fluid in state B must be taken to be the adjoint of the one of state A, i.e.
{~r,
grl } = {~,r,~}(x,s) forallx~D.
~B,,,B

(7.8-28)

Furthermore, if a9 is bounded, the acoustic wave field in state B must satisfy on Oa9 the same
boundary conditions for an acoustically impenetrable, boundary as in state A, while if 9 is
unbounded the acoustic wave field in state B must be causally related to the action of its (point)
sources. The two choices for the source distributions will be discussed separately below.
First, we choose
q^B= ~(s)~)(x- x’) and frB = 0,
(7.8-29)
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where 6(x - x’) represents the three-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’, while ~ = ~(s) is an arbitrary scalar function of s. The acoustic wave field
causally related to this source is given by
ti3 B, }?} : {/3 q;B,~kq;B}(x,X;2)’

(7.8-30)

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (7.4-7) is applied to the
domain D. When D is bounded, we have for the integral over its boundary surface
(X,S)Vm (X,$) -- p (X,S)Vm (X,S)] dA
l*

[^T. .^q;B.

¯.

= | vm [p ~x,s)v~ (x,x,s) ,1 x~3D

^q’B
, ^T
p ’ (X,X, S)Vm (X,S)] dm=0,

(7.8-31)

while if Dis unbounded the standard provisions given in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded
domain yield

~x

~(o,~)

^A
^B
- p^(x,s)v
.[p
(x,s)v.,(x,s)
B ^ mA(x,s)] dA

1~m

: ~x Vm[~ T(x,s)~qm;B(x,x’,s) - ~q;B(x,s)O Tm(X,X’,s)]dA --~ O asA--->~. (7.8-32)
Furthermore, in view of Equation (7.8-29) and the properties of 6(x -x’),

(7.8-33)
, x~D

In addition, since the sources have the support D~,

q;B ’ ^ T(X,S)] dV.

J x~Dr

(7.8-34)

Collecting the results, we arrive at

fx

^

T
~(s)i3T(x’,s)= [I3q;B(x,x’,s)4T(x,s) -v~iq;B
(x,xs)f, k^ (x,s)]dV
forx’~D. (7.8-35)
~Dr

From Equation (7.8-35) a representation for/3 T(x’,s) is obtained by taking into account that
/3 q;B and ~kq;a are linearly related to ~(s). The latter relationship is expressed by
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{/3 q;B, ~kq;B} (X,X~,s) = { ~pq;B, ~q;B}(x,X~,$)~(s).

(7.8-36)

However, since for the right-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 7.8-5 and 7.8-7)
{ ~pq;B, ~q;B}(x,X~,S) = { ~pq,_~f}(xt, X,$)

(7.8-37)

hold, Equation (7.8-35) leads, with Equations (7.8-36) and (7.8-37) and invoking the condition
that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of ~(s), to the final result
/3 T(X~,S)=I [~Pq(x~,x,x)~T(x,s)+~f(x~,x,s)fJ(x,s)]dV for x’~D. (7.8-38)
J x~Or

Equation (7.8-38) expresses the acoustic pressure/3 T of the generated acoustic wave field at
x’ as the superposition of the elementary contributions ~ :r dV and fkT dV from the distributed
sources atx. The in~terveni~ng kernel functions are the acousticpressure/volume injection source
Green’s function Gpq = GPq(x’~c,s) and the acoustic pressure/force source Green’s function
~f = ~f (x’~c,s). These Green’s fu~nctions ar^e the acoustic pressure atx’, radiated in the actual
fluid with constitutive parameters { ~/~,r,~ } = { ~/~,r;~ } (x,s), by a point source of volume injection
at x and a point source of force at x, respectively.
Secondly, we choose
q^B= 0 and f? : ~r(S)d(x-x’),

(7.8-39)

where/~r = ~r(S) is an arbitrary vector function of s. The acoustic wave field causally radiated

by this source is given by
(7.8-40)
where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. Now, Equation (7.4-7) is applied to the
domain ~D. When ~) is bounded we have for the integral over its boundary surface

fx
Ix

^A
^B
B
^A
1:m [p (X,S)Vrn (X,S) --/3 (X,S)I:m (X,S)] dA

=

tX,W:
S)Vm’
IX,X, ,S), ?,f;B(xx,
-- t" ~ , , ) S.~:T.
m (X,S)J
I:m [/3
,^f’B,
q dA = 0,

(7.8-41)

while if ~Dis unbounded the standard provisions given in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded
domain yield
~s ( o,A)
=

~s(o~)

(X,S)Vm (X,S) -- p (X,S)Vm (X,S)] dA

(X,S)V/.n’ IX, X, S) -- 1: ~ , , ) rn (X,S)J dA ~ 0 as A---too. (7.8-42)

Furthermore, in view of Equation (7.8-39) and the properties of d(x - x’),
f x~D-f ?(x,s)OrA(x,s) +/3 A(X,s)~B(x,s)] dV
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=- {’r(S)a(x- x’) v,. (x,s) dV =

.
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(7.8-43)

x~

In addition, as the sources have the support a9T,

(7.8-44)
Collecting the results, we arrive at
^
T,
br(s)vr QC,s) =f

^f’,B ~ "T
[-~f;B(x,xt, s)~ T(x,s) + vk (X,X s)fk (x,s)] dV

for x’~. (7.8-45)

From Equation (7.8-45) a representation for OrT (x;s) is obtained by taking into account that
/3f;B and ¢[;B are linearly related to f~r(S). The latter relationship is expressed by
~pf;B ~ vf;B.. , ,;". ,
{fff;B, o[;B}(x,x;S) - {~r , ~rk,r JtX, X,S)OrtS).

(7.8-46)

However, since for the right-hand side the reciprocity relations (see Exercises 7.8-6 and 7.8-8)
,5_pf;B
~ vf;B~
’-’r , Uk, r i(X,X~,s) = {-~Vrq, ~,fk} (X~,X,s)

(7.8-47)

hold, Equation (7.8-45) leads with Equations (7.8-46) and (7.8~-47), and invoking the condition
that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of br(s), to the final result
CrT(X;s) = [d~q(X;X,S)O T(X,S) + G;,k(x,x,s)flc (X,s)] dV for x’~D. (7.8-48)
Equation (7.8-48) expresses the particle velocity ^T
vr of the generated acoustic wave field at x’
as the superposition of the elementary contributions c~ T dV and f~T dV from the distributed
sources at x. The intervening kernel functions are the particle velocity/volume injection source
Green’s function ~rvq = drVq(x;x,s) and the particle velocity/force source Green’s function
~rV,£= 6rVf(x;x,s). These Green’s fu~nctions are^ the particle velocity at x’, radiated in the actual
fluid with constitutive parameters { ~k,r,O} = { ~l~,r,~} (X,s), by a point source of volume injection
at x and a point source of force at x, respectively.

Exercises

Exercise 7,8- I

Let {pA, VrA} = {ph, Vrg}(x,x;t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density {qA, f~A} = {aA6(x _ x;t),0} and let {pB, v~} =
,~
{pB
, vB
k } (x,x ,t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the point source at
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x" with volume source density {qB,frB} = {aBb(x -x’;t),0}, with x’ x". The two sources
radiate in adjoint fluids occupying the domain ~D. If ~9 is bounded, its boundary surface ~D is
assumed to be acoustically impenetrable; if ~D is unbounded, the standard provisions given in
Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (7.2-7)) to the domain ag. (b) Write
A=
GVrq;A(x,X;t)aA,
pA= GPq;A(x,x~, t)aA, Yr
pB= G pq;B (x,x,~, t)aB, v~ = G[q;B (x,x’~, t)aB,
invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary aA and aB, and show that
GPq;A(x’;x; t) = GPq;B(x;x’; t).

Exercise 7.8-2

Let {pa, VrA} = {pA, VrA}(x,x:t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density {qA, fka} = {aAd(x -x’,t),O} and let {pB, v[} =
{pB, vt~}(x,x",t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the point source at
x" with volume source density { qB, frB } = { O,b~rd(x _ x",t) } with x’ ~x". The two sources radiate
in adjoint fluids occupying the domain ~D. If D is bounded, its boundary surface O~D is assumed
to be acoustically impenetrable; if ~D is unbounded, the standard provisions given in Section
7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem (Equation
(7.2-7)) to the domain ag. (b) Write
pA= GPq;A(x,x’, t)aA, vr A= GVrq;A(x,x;t)aA,

ps : GrPf,,B(x,x.,t)bBr, yl~:a£,r,vf.B (X,X ,,,t)br,B
invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary aA and brB, and show that
GrVq;A(x’; X’, t) = -Grpf;B (x; x’; t).

Exercise 7.8-3

Let {pA, VrA} _ {pA, VrA}(x,x;t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density { qA, f~A} = {O,@d(x - x’,t) } and let {pB, v[ } =
{pB, vBk } (x,xt~,t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the point source at
x" with volume source density {qS,frB } = {aB~(x- X",t),0} withx’ ~x". The two sources radiate
in adjoint fluids occupying the domain ~D. If ~D is bounded, its boundary surface D~9 is assumed
to be acoustically impenetrable; if a9 is unbounded, the standard provisions given in Section
7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem (Equation
(7.2-7)) to the domain ~D. (b) Write
A GPf;A" ~ ...A

P = k ~.x,x, t)t)k,
pB
= G pq;B (X,X’; t)aB,

A

vf;A

~A

vr = Gr,k (x,x,t)bk,

v~ = G~q;B(x,x’; t)aB,

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary bkA and aB, and show that
" t) = G vq;B(x’ x"
GPf;A(x
x ,. , , x’
- k ~ , ,t). (Note that this result is consistent with the result of Exercise
7.8-2.)
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Exercise 7,8-4

Let {pA, vrA} = {pA, VrA }(X,x;t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density {qA, f~A} = {o,bA~6(x _ x’,t)} and let {p13, v[ } =
{pB, v~}(x,x’;t) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the point source at
x" with volume source density { qB, fr13 } = { O,b~rd(x - x",t) } withx’,:x". The two sources radiate
in adjoint fluids occupying the domain ag. If ~D is bounded, its boundary surface ~9 is assumed
to be acoustically impenetrable; if ~D is unbounded, the standard provisions given in Section
7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem (Equation
(7.2-7)) to the domain ag. (b) Write
A

pf’A

t

A

A

vf’A

~

p = Gk ’ (x,x, Obk, vr = Gr,k’ (x,x, t)bk,
B
pf’B # B
p =Gr ’ (x,x,Obr,

A

B .-. vf;B. # ...B
vk =Crk,r !,X,X,t)Or ,

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary bkA and brB, and show that
GrV,~;A(x",x; t) = G~fr;B(x~,x#, t).
Exercise 7,8-5

Let {~ A, ~rA} = {~ A, ~rA}(x,x;s) be the acoustic wave field atx that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density {~A, fkA} = {~A(s)6(x -x’),0} and let
{~ B, ~} = {~ B, ~}(X,X’;s) be the acoustic wave field atx that is causally radiated by the point
source at x" with volume source density { ~ B, frB } = {,~ B (s)6(X - X"),0 }, with x’ ~ x". The two
sources radiate in adjoint fluids occupying the domain ag. If ~D is bounded, its boundary surface
~ ~gis assumed to be acoustically impenetrable; if a9 is unbounded, the standard provisions given
in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (7.4-7)) to the domain ~D. (b) Write
^A dpq;A(x,x:s)ftA(s),
p=
~,rA=d~q’,A(x,x;s)a~(s),
q;13
^ 13
p,13=dpq;13 (x,x’;s)a 13(s), vk
= d~c (x,x",s)~13(s) ,
invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary B a(s) and ~ 13(s), and show that
dPq;A(x’;x;s) = dPq;13(x;x",s).
Exercise 7.8-6

Let {~A, ¢:rA} = {~A, ¢:rA}(x,x:s) be the acoustic wave field atx that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density {~ A, f~A} = {~ A(s)d(x _ x’),0} and let
B ¢ B} (x,x’;s) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the point
source at x" with volume source density {~ B, frB } = { 0,/~rB(s)c~(x - X") }, with x’ x". The two
sources radiate in adjoint fluids occupying the domain D. If ~D is bounded, its boundary surface
~gis assumed to be acoustically impenetrable; if ~gis unbounded, the standard provisions given
in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (7.4-7)) to the domain ~D. (b) Write
..A dpq;A(x,x;s)gtA(s),

p ---

~ B = drPf;B(x,X#,S)~rB(s),

~rA =d Vrq;A(x,x,,s)~A(s),
~ vf;B. ~ .;" B..
~: = Lrk,r tX, X ,S)Or !,S) ,
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invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary d A($) and !~rB(S), and show that
~rVq;A(x’~,X~, s) =-~rpf;B (X’,X", S).

Exercise 7,8-7

Let {~ A, OrA] : {~ A, OrA}(x,x;s) be the acoustic wave field atx that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density {4 A, f~} = {0f~A(s)6(x _ x’)} and let
= vk } (x,x ,s) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the point
source at x" with volume source density {~ B, frB} = {4 B(s)~(X - x"),0}, with X’ ~ X". The two
sources radiate in adjoint fluids occupying the domain ~D. If a)is bounded, its boundary surface
O Dis assumed to be acot!stically impenetrable; if ~Dis unbounded, the standard provisions given
in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation (7.4-7)) to the domain ~D. (b) Write

p^A=

^pf’A

, ^A
’ (x,x,s)bi
(s),

,,B
p = ~pq;B(x,x#,s)~tB(s),

^ A ^ vf;A , ^ A

vr = Gr,k (x,x,s) b~ (s),
^
p, ats
, ^ ," "
vl~B=,~
t~l~vq;B,
~x,x ,s)a

)

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary/~kA(s) and ~ B(S), and show that
p,, ,
~..pf’A..
’ [.X ,X, S) = -~q;B(x’,x’~, S). (Note that this result is consistent with the result of Exercise
7.8-6.)
Exercise 7,8-8

Let {~ A, ¢~rA} = {~ A, OrA}(x,x;s) be the acoustic wave field atx that is causally radiated by the
point source at x’ with volume source density {~ A, f~A} = {0f~A(s)(5(x _ x’)} and let
{ ~ B, Off } {fi ~, Off }(x,x",s) be the acoustic wave field at x that is causally radiated by the point
source at x" with volume source density { ~ B, frB } { 0frB(s)d(x - X#) }, with x’ ~ x". The two
sources radiate in adjoint fluids occupying the domain ~D. If ~D is bounded, its boundary surface
~ ~gis as.sumed to be acoustically impenetrable; if agis unbounded, the standard provisions given
in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. (a) Apply the reciprocity theorem
(Equation i(7.4-7)) to the domain ~D. (b) Write
p

=
^ B ^ vf;B # ^ B
vk = Gi,r (x,x ,s)br (s),

p -- ,

invoke the condition that the result should hold for arbitrary/~A(s) and/~rB(s), and show that

=

Exercise 7, 8-9

Give the expressions for the time-domain Green’s functions (a) GPq(x,x~,t), (b) Gff" (x,x, tt),
(c) GrVq(x,x; t), (d) GrVf(x,x’, t) for a homogeneous isotropic, lossless fluid with constitutive
parameters p and ~ that occupies the entire R3. (Hint: Use Equations (5.4-7)-(5.4-13).)
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Answers:
(a) G~ = p~G(x,x’,t),
(b) G~:-OkG(X,X;t),
(C)

G Vr q = "~rG(X,X’,t) ,

(d)

G~,fk= p-ld(x- x’)H(t)Jr,k + p-lo~k[ItG(x,x’,t)] ,

in which G = 4~lx - x’l-l~(t - Ix-x’l/c) a~d c = ~r)-~/~.
Exercise 7. 8-10
Give the expressions for the complex frequency-domain Green’s functions (a) ~Pq(X,X;S),
(b) d~f (x,x;s), (c)^drvq (x,x’,s), (d) drVf(x,x’,s) for a homogeneous, isotropic fluid with constitutive parameters ~ and 0 that occupies the entire ~3. (Hint: Use Equations (5.3-1)-(5.3-6).)
Answers:
(a) dpq: ~G(x,x,s),
^^ ’
-OkG(X,X , S)
(C)

~ Vr q = --~r~(X,X~,S),

(d)

Gr, k:^vf ~-ld(x_x,)r}r,k + ~-lO~kd(X,x,,s)

,

in which d = 4:fix - x’1-1 exp(-~lx - x’l) and ~) = (0~) V2, with Re(.) 1/2 > 0 for Re(s) > 0.
Exercise 7.8-11
Show that Equation (7.8-38) follows from Equation (7.8-14) and Equation (7.8-48) from
Equation (7.8-24) by taking the Laplace transform with respect to time.

7.9 The direct (forward) scattering problem
The configuration in an acoustic scattering problem generally consists of a background fluid
with known acoustic properties, occupying the domain ¢~ (the "embedding"), in which, in
principle, the radiation from given, arbitrarily distributed acoustic sources can be calculated
with the aid of the theory developed in Section 7.8. In the embedding, an acoustically penetrable
object of bounded support Ds (the "scatterer") is present, whose known acoustic properties
differ from the ones of the embedding (Figure 7.9-1). The scatterer is acoustically irradiated by
given sources located in the embedding, in a subdomain outside the scatterer. The problem is
to determine the total acoustic wave field in the configuration. The standard procedure is first
to calculate the so-called "incident" acoustic wave field, i.e. the wave field that would be present
in the entire configuration if the object showed no contrast with respect to its embedding. (This
can be done by employing the representations derived in Section 7.8.) Next, the total wave field
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Scattering configuration with embedding a9 and scatterer a9s.

is written as the superposition of the incident wave field and the "scatterear’ wave field, and,
through a particular reasoning, the problem of determining the scattered wave field is reduced
to calculating its equivalent contrast source distributions, whose common support will be
shown to be the domain ~Ds occupied by the scatterer. In case the embedding ~D is a bounded
domain, the boundary surface ~D of a9 is assumed to be acoustically impenetrable. If a9 is
unbounded, the standard provisions given in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain
are made. Both the incident wave field and the scattered wave field are causally related to the
action of their respective sources.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis of the problem, the acoustic properties of the embedding fluid are
characterised by the relaxation functions {tt/~,r,g } = {tt/c,r,g } (x,t), which are causal functions of
time. The acoustic properties of the scatterer are characterised by the relaxation functions
S
S
S
S
{ttlc,,
g } = {ttl~,r,~. } (x,t), which are also causal functions of time. The cases of an instantaneously reacting embedding and/or an instantaneously reacting scatterer easily follow from the
more general cases for fluids with relaxation. The contrast in the medium properties only differs
from zero in ~Ds, and hence
s
s"
(7.9-1)
-ttk, r,g - Z} = {0,0} forx~9 ,
{[.tkS, r
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where Ds’ is the complement of DSwODs in D, i.e. the part of D that is exterior to Ds. The
incident wave field is denoted by
i
= {Pi i,Vr}(X,t) for x~D ,
(7.9-2)
{pi ,Vr}
and is considered to be known. (Once its generating sources are given, the expressions of the
type derived in Section 7.8 yield the wave-field values at any x~D .) The total wave field is
denoted by
(7.9-3)
{P,Vr} = {P,Vr}(X,t) for x~D,
and the scattered wavefield by
SS
SS
for x~ag.
{p ,Vr} = {p ,Vr}(X,t)

(7.9-4)

Then,
{P,Vr} = {pl¯ + pS,vr + vSr} for x~D.

(7.9-5)

First, we investigate the structure of the acoustic wave equations in the domain ~Ds occupied by
the scatterer. Since the sources that generate the total wave field are located in the domain
exterior to the scatterer, the total wave field is source-free in ~9s, and hence
s
(7.9-6)
OkP + ~tCt(~k,r,Vr;X,t) = 0 for x~Ds,
s
(7.9-7)
OrVr d- ~tCt(z, ,p;x,t) = 0 for x~s.
Since the sources that generate the total wave field would also generate the incident wave field,
this part of the wave field is also source-free in ~Ds, and hence
i
(7.9-8)
~kpi + ~tCt(!Zk, r,Vr;X,t) = 0 for x~Ds,
¯

(7.9-9)

OrVir + OtCt(X,pl;x,t) = 0 for x~ ~s.

In view of Equation (7.9-5), Equations (7.9-6)-(7.9-9) lead to equations with the scattered wave
field on the left-hand side and which can alternatively be written either as
s
i
ss
(7.9-10)
Okps + ~tCt(#k,r,Vr;X,t) = -~tCt(lZk, r - #k,r,Vr;X,t) for x~Ds,
~rVSr + OtCt(zS, pS;x,t) = -OtCt(j~s - z,pi;x,t)

for x~Ds,

(7.9-11)

or as
s
s
for x~ a9s,
Okps + OtCt(iZk, r,Vr;X,t) = -OtCt(~k,r - ttk, r,Vr;X,t)
for x~a9s.
3rVrs + ~tCt(z,ps ;x,t)=-~tC/(~(s - Z,p;x,t)

(7.9-12)
(7.9-13)

Equations (7.9-10) and (7.9-11) express that the scattered wave field in ~Ds can be envisaged as
being excited through both the presence of a contrast in the medium properties and the presence
of an incident wave field. If either of these two factors is absent, the scattered wave field
vanishes in a9s. This system of equations customarily serves as the starting point for the
computation of the wave field via a numerical discretisation procedure applied to the pertaining
differential equations (finite-difference or finite-element techniques).
Equations (7.9-!2) and (7.9-13) express that the scattered wave field can be envisaged as
being generated by contrast sources (with support ~Ds) radiating into the embedding. This system
of equations customarily serves as the starting point for the field computation via an integral
equation approach. This aspect, for which we also need the acoustic wave equations that govern
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the wave field in ~)s’, are discussed further below. Now, in ff~s’ the scattered wave field is
source-free since the (actual) total wave field and the (calculated) incident wave field are
assumed to be generated by the same source distributions. Consequently (note that in ~9s’ the
medium parameters are the ones of the embedding),
S

Okps + Ct(IZk, r,Vr;X,t) = 0
S

S

~rVr + Ct(Z,p ;x,t) =

0

t

for xs~DS,
t
forx~Ds .

(7.9-14)

(7.9-15)
Equations (7.9-12) and (7.9-13), and Equations (7.9-14) and (7.9-15) can be combined to give
S
S ~
~.~{f£,
S0} forx~{~D,~DS},
~kps + Ct(#k,r,Vr;X,t)
(7.9-16)
~rvSr +Ct(x,pS;x,t)= {qS,0} for x~{~DS,~DS’},
where
f~ = -~tCt(ktSk, r --/ttk, r,Vr;X,t)

for x~a9s

(7.9-17)
(7.9-18)

is the equivalent contrast volume source density of force and
q s = _~/Ct(zs _ X,p;x,t) for x~Ds

(7.9-19)
is the equivalent contrast volume source density of injection rate. If the contrast volume source
densities f~ and qS were known, Equations (7.9-16) and (7.9-17) would constitute a direct
(forward) source problem in the embedding of the type discussed in Section 7.8. As yet,
however, these contrast source densities are unknown.
To construct a system of equations from which the scattering problem can be solved, we
employ the source type integral representations for the scattered wave field (see Equations
(7.8-14) and (7.8-24)), i.e.
pf s ,

pS(x~,t)._.fx ~
[ pq
s , ,q ;x,x,t) + Ct(G
Ct(G

k ,f£ ;x,x,t)] dV for x’sD,

s, f [ q,qS;x’,x,t) Ct(Gr, k,f£;x,x,t)] dV for x’~9,
Vr(X,t) = Ct(Grv
+ vf s ,
d x~

(7.9-20)
(7.9-21)

in which the Green’s functions apply to a fluid with the same acoustic properties as the
embedding. Writing Equations (7.9-18) and (7.9-19) with the aid of Equation (7.9-5) as
i s
f~ = -OtCt(~Sk, r -- !,tk, r,Vr
+ Vr;X,t) for x~ ~s,
(7.9-22)
s
s,
qS = _OtCt(x _ x,pi + pS;x,t) for x~9
(7.9-23)
s,
and invoking Equations (7.9-20) and (7.9-21) for x’~D a system of integral equations results
from whichf/~ and qS can be solved. Once these quantities have been determined, the scattered
wave field can be calculated in the entire configuration by reusing Equations (7.9-20) and
(7.9-21) for all x~ ~D, and since the incident wave field was presumably known already, the total
wave field follows.
Except for some simple geometries (see, for example, Friedlander (1958)), where analytic
methods can be employed, the integral equations for the scattering of acoustic waves have to
be solved with the aid of numerical methods. The circumstance that the Green’s tensors are
singular when x’ = x presents difficulties, in the sense that in the neighbourhood of x’ the
integrations with respect to x cannot be evaluated by means of a simple numerical formula (such
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as the tetrahedral formula, which is the three-dimensional equivalent of the one-dimensional
trapezoidal formula), but have to be evaluated by using a limiting analytic procedure. For the
rest, the application of numerical methods to the relevant integral equations presents no essential
difficulties.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis of the prob~lem, the acoustic properties of the
embedding fluid are characterised by the functions {~k,r,O} = {~kr,O}(’~,s)" The acoustic
properties of the scatterer are characterised by the functions {~r,O ~} = {~/~r,O S}(x,s)’ The
contrast in the medium properties only differs from zero in ~9s, and hence
^s - ~k,r,Os - 0} = { 0,0}
for x~Ds’,
(7.9-24)
{ ~k,r
where ~Ds’ is the complement of g)st,)O~gs in ~D, i.e. the part of ~D that is exterior to g)s. The
incident wavefieId is denoted by
^i
,,i
{/3i ,Vr}
= i{/3
,Vr}(X,S) for x~D,

(7.9-25)

and is considered to be known. (Once its generating sources are given, the expressions of the
type derived in Section 7.8 yield the wave-field values at any x~D .) The total wavefieId is
denoted by
{/3,0r} = {i3,Or}(X,S) for x~D,

(7.9-26)

and the scattered wavefieId by

i3s, h = ,Vr t ~x,s)

(7.9-27)

for x~ ~D.

Then,
{i3,~r} = {/3 i +/3 S,~ri + Ors} for x~9.

(7.9-28)

First, we investigate the structure of the complex frequency-domain acoustic wave equations
in the domain ~s occupied by the scatterer. Since the sources that generate the total wave field
are located in the domain exterior to the scatterer, the total wave field is source-free in ~Ds, and
hence
^S^

S

~1¢/3 + ~l~,rVr = 0 for x~D,
Or~r + ~ si3 = 0 for xs~Ds.

(7.9-29)
(7.9-30)

Since the sources that generate the total wave field would also generate the incident wave field,
this part of the wave field is also source-free in ~Ds, and hence
Okp + ~ic, rv = 0 forx~9s,
(7.9-31)
.

3r~1 + ~fi 1= 0 for x~es.

(7.9-32)

In view of Equation (7.9-28), Equations (7.9-29)-(7.9-32) lead to equations with the scattered
wave field on the left-hand side, which can be written either as
Okfi s q. ~k,
rl~r = -(~k,r
for X~9s,
es ^s
"s -"~k,r)l)r
^i
(7.9-33)
Ofirs + 0 si3 s =-(0 s - ~)/3i for x~Ds,
(7.9-34)
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or as
^ ^S

^S

^

~k~s ÷ ~k, rVr -- -(~k,r- ~k,r)Or for x~Ds,

(7.9-35)

3r~rs + ~fi s =_(~ s _ ~)fi for x~gS.

(7.9-36)
Equations (7.9-33) and (7.9-34) express the fact that the scattered wave field in ~Ds can be
envisaged as being excited through both the presence of a contrast in the medium properties
and the presence of an incident wave field. If either of these two factors is absent, the scattered
wave field vanishes in ~Os. This system of equations customarily serves as the starting point for
computation of the wave field via a numerical discretisation procedure applied to the pertaining
differential equations (finite-difference or finite-element techniques).
Equations (7.9-35) and (7.9-36) express the fact that the scattered wave field can be
envisaged as being generated by contrast sources (with support ~9s) radiating into the
embedding. This system of equations customarily serves as the starting point for computation
of the wave field via an integral equation approach. This aspect, for which we also need the
acoustic wave equations that govern the wave field in ~Ds’, are discussed further below. Now,
in ~Os’ the scattered wave field is source-free since the (actual) total wave field and the
(calculated) incident wave field are assumed to be generated by the same source distributions.
Consequently (note that in ~Os’ the medium parameters are the ones of the embedding),
~I~ s + ~g, rVr = 0 for x~~Ds,

(7.9-37)

Or~rs + O/~s : 0 for x~a9s ’.

(7.9-38)

Equations (7.9-35) and (7.9-36), and Equations (7.9-37) and (7.9-38) can be combined to give
~k~S+~k,r~:={:kS,0}

s

=

{4s,0}

for x~{~9 ,D },
s s’
for x~{9 s,a9s’},

(7.9-39)
(7.9-40)

where

:kS~ -(~k,r ~l~,r)~r for x~Ds
^s _

(7.9-41)

is the equivalent contrast volume source density of force and

fors

(7.9-42)
is the equivalent contrast volume source density of injection rate. If the contrast source densities
f~s and 4 s were known, Equations (7.9-39) and (7.9-40) would constitute a direct (forward)
source problem in the embedding of the type discussed in Section 7.8. As yet, however, these
contrastsource densities are unknown.
To construct a system of equations from which the scattering problem can be solved, we
employ the source type integral representations for the scattered wave field (see Equations
(7.8-38) and (7.8-48)), i.e.
(7.9-43)
~rS(x"s) : f x~" [~rVq(x"x’s)~ s(x’,) + ~rV’fk(x"x’s) fl~(X,S)] dV for x’~D,

(7.9-44)
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in which the Green’s functions apply to a fluid with the same acoustic properties as the
embedding. Writing Equations (7.9-41) and (7.9-42) with the aid of Equation (7.9-28) as
(7.9-45)
kS._-(~,r"s ~,r)(Vr
^
^i + ~rs) for x~9s,
~s = _(0s _ 0)(/3 i +/~ s) for x~Ds,
(7.9-46)
and invoking Equations (7.9-43) and (7.9-44) for x’~Ds, a system of integral equations results
from which fks and ~ s can be solved. Once these quantities have been determined, the scattered
wave field can be calculated in the entire configuration by re-using Equations (7.9-43) and
(7.9-44) for all x~ a9 and, since the incident wave field was presumably known already, the total
wave field follows.
Except for some simple geometrics (see, for example, Bowman et al., (1969)), where
analytic methods can be employed, the complex frequency-domain integral equations for the
scattering of acoustic waves have to be solved with the aid of numerical methods. The
circumstance that the Green’s tensors are singular when x’ = x presents difficulties, in the sense
that in the neighbourhood ofx’ the integrations with respect to x cannot be evaluated by means
of a simple numerical formula (such as the tetrahedral formula, which is the three-dimensional
equivalent of the one-dimensional trapezoidal formula), but have to be evaluated by using a
limiting analytic procedure. For the rest, the application of numerical methods to the relevant
integral equations presents no essential difficulties. A useful reference is Poggio and Miller
(1973). Recent advances on this subject can be found in Van den Berg (1991), and in Fokkema
and Van den Berg (1993).

7.10 The inverse source problem
The configuration in an acoustic inverse source problem generally consists of a background
fluid with known acoustic properties occupying the domain ~ (the "embedding") in which, in
principle, the radiation from given, arbitrarily distributed acoustic sources can be calculated
with the aid of the theory developed in Section 7.8. In the embedding a known or guessed
bounded domain ~DT is present in which acoustically radiating sources of unknown nature and
unknown spatial distribution are present. The presence of these sources manifests itself in the
entire embedding. In some bounded subdomain ~D° of ~D, and exterior to ~DT, the radiated
acoustic wave field is accessible to measurement (Figure 7.10-1).
We assume that the action of the radiating sources can be modelled by volume source
densities of injection rate and force. The objective is to reconstruct these volume source
densities with support ~DT from (a set of) measured values of the acoustic pressure and/or the
particle velocity in ~D°. Since the inverse source problem is, by necessity, a remote sensing
problem, the global reciprocity theorems given in Sections 7.2-7.5 can be expected to provide
a means for interrelating the known, measured wave-field data with the unknown source
distributions. In case the embedding ~) is a bounded domain, the boundary surface ~9 is
assumed to be acoustically impenetrable. If ~D is unbounded, the standard provisions given in
Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. The radiated wave field is, by its
nature, causally related to the sources by which it is generated. For gathering maximum
information, the reciprocity theorems are applied to the domain interior to a closed surface
S° that completely surrounds both ~Dr and ~9°. If necessary, measurement on S° can also be
carried out.
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7. | 0-| Configuration of the inverse source problem: ~DT is the support of the unknown radiating
sources; on ~Dr2 and S~ the transmitted wave field is accessible to measurement.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis of the problem, the acoustic properties of the embedding fluid are
characterised by the relaxation functions {/Uk, r,X } = {/t/c,r,X } (x,t), which are causal functions of
time. The causally radiated acoustic wave field is denoted by {pT,vrT} = {pT,vTr}(X,t).
First, the measured acoustic wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions {qT, f~T} = {qT, f~T} (X,t), via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the
convolution type (Equation (7.2-7)). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the closed
surface ,5°. In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the configuration, i.e.
{pA,vA
r }(X,t)= {pT, vTr}(X,t) forx~D,
TT
qA,
]k~A,(x
I~. , )=t, {q
,f~ }(x,t)

forx~DT,

(7.10-1)
(7.10-2)

and
for x~D.

(7.10-3)
For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" state; this state will be denoted by
the superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
{pB, v~}(x,t) = {p~,vt~}(x,t) for x~D,
and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~Dsg, i.e.

(7.10-4)
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Furthermore, the fluid properties in state B will be taken to be the adjoint of the ones in state
A, i.e.
~r,k
B, X
B}(x,t) = {/2k, r,X}(X,t) for x~D.

(7.10-6)

Then, application of Equation (7.2-7) to the domain interior to ,5° yields
~x~er [Ct(pO, qT;x,t) - C,(vf , f:;x,t)l dV
= ~)a [Ct(pT’qO;X’t) - Ct(vr ’f; ;x,t)} dV
+

Ix

arm

TO
TO
I-Ct(P ,Vm;X,t)+ Ct(vtn,p ;x,t)] dA .

(7.10-7)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to state g2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
can make a difference for the surface contribution over SO. If the domain D occupied by the
configuration is bounded, ~D is impenetrable and the surface integral over ,5o vanishes since
the integral over ~D does and in between ,5o and ~D no sources of the radiated or the
computational wave fields are present (see Exercise 7.2-2). This conclusion holds for both
causal and anti-causal generation of the wave field in state g2. When the domain Dis unbounded
and the wave-field generation in state 12 is taken to be causal, the convolutions occurring in the
integral over,s° are also causal and the surface integral over S° vanishes (because the integral
over a sphere with an infinitely large radius does, and no sources of the radiated or the
computational wave fields are present between‘s° and that sphere). If, however, Dis unbounded
and the wave-field generation in state £2 is taken to be anti-causal, the convolutions occurring
in the integral over,s° are not causal and the surface integral over ,5o does not vanish, although
its value is a constant for each choice of the source distributions in state £2 (see Exercise 7.2-2).
Secondly, the measured acoustic wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions {qT, fkT} = {qT, f~}(X,t), via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the
correlation type (Equation (7.3-7)). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the closed
surface ,5o. In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the configuration, i.e.
A A
T T
{p ,Vr }(X,t)= {p ,Vr }(X,t)
{ qA, f : } (X,t) = { qT, f : } (X,t)

for xCD,
for x~DT,

(7.10-8)
(7.10-9)

and
A,)(A’(x,t
#k,r
J(’ ) = {~k,r,X}(X,t) forx~D.

(7.10-10)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" state; this state will be denoted by
the superscript t2. The corresponding wave field is
PBy
,k
B }(x,t) = {pO,vf}(x,t) for x~D,
and its source distributions will be taken to have the support D°, i.e.

(7.10-11)
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{qS,frS}(x,t) = {qtT, fr~}(X,t) for x~,’DtT.

(7.10-12)

Furthermore, the fluid properties in state B will be taken to be the time-reverse adjoint of the
ones in state A, i.e.
BB

{/ttr, k,X }(X,t) = {Jt(btk, r),JtOO }(x,t) forx~a).

(7.10-13)

Then, application of Equation (7.3-7) to the domain interior to St7 yields
~Dr [Ct(Jt(ptT),qT;x,t) + Ct(Jt(vk ), f/~ ;x,t)] dV

: - fx~D~ [Ct(pT, Jt(qt7);x,t) + C,(vTr,Jt(f;tT);x,t)] dV
+ fx

T
t7
T
1"2
I~m [Ct(p ,Jt(vm);X,t) + Ct(vm,Jt(p );x,t)] dA.

(7.10-14)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state 1"2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
can make a difference for the surface contribution over St?. If the domain ~D occupied by the
configuration is bounded, 0D is impenetrable and the surface integral over St7 vanishes (since
the one over 0~Ddoes and no sources of the radiated or the computational wave fields are present
between St? and Oa9 (see Exercise 7.3-2)). This conclusion holds for both causal and anti-causal
generation of the wave field in state 1"2. When the domain a9 is unbounded and the wave-field
generation in state 12 is taken to be causal, the correlations occurring in the integral over St? are
non-causal and the surface integral over St? does not vanish, although its value is a constant for
each choice of the source distributions in state 12 (see Exercise 7.3-2). If, however, ~D is
unbounded and the wave-field ~eneration in state 12 is taken to be anti-causal, the correlations
occurring in the integral over S~ are causal and the surface integral over St? does vanish (since
the integral over a sphere with an infinitely large radius vanishes, and no sources of the radiated
or the computational wave fields are present between St? and that sphere). For additional
literature on the subject, see De Hoop (1988).

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis of the probl,,em, the acoustic properties of the
embedding fluid are characterised by the functions {~kr,O} = {~k,r,O}(X,S). The causally
radiated acoustic wave field is denoted by {/:3 T,0rT} = {/3 T,0rTi(x,s).
First, the measured acoustic wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions {~ T, f~T} = {~ T, fkT}(x,s), via the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity
theorem of the time convolution type (Equation (7.4-7)). This theorem is applied to the domain
interior to the closed surface StT. In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the
configuration, i.e.
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(7.10-16)

and
~h ~
{~g,r,~A](x,s)=
{~g,r,O](x,s) for x~9.

(7.10-17)
For s~te B, we t~e a "computationN" or "observationN" state; ~is state will be denoted by
the superscript ~. The co~espon~ng wave field is
{~B,¢~I(x,s)= {fi ~,¢ff} (x,s) for x9,
and its source disMbufions will be token to have the suppo~ ~, i.e.
{~B,f~}(x,s)= {~,f~}(x,s) forx¢9~.

(7.10-18)
(7.10-19)

Fu~he~ore, ~e fluid prope~es in state B will be taken to be ~e adjoint of ~e ones in state
A, i.e.
~B

{ ~r,k,YB}(x,s) = { ~k,r,O}(X,S) for x9.
Then, apOicafion of Equation (7.4-7) to ~e domMn interior to S° yields

(7.10-20)

vr (x,s)

=

[-p (x,s)vm (x,s) ^ T ^ O
+ Vm(X,s)p (X,S)] dA ¯

+

(7.10-21)

~So~’m
The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to state £2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
can make a difference for the surface contribution over S°. If the domain D occupied by the
configuration is bounded, ~a9 is impenetrable and the surface integral over Ss9 vanishes (since
the integral over 0~9 does, and no sources of the radiated or the computational wave fields are
present between S° and O~V (see Exercise 7.4-4). This conclusion holds for both causal and
anti-causal generation of the wave field in state £2. When the domain 9 is unbounded and the
wave-field generation in state £2 is taken to be causal, the surface integral over S° vanishes
(since the integral over a sphere with an infinitely large radius does, and no sources of the
radiated or the computational wave fields are present between St~ and that sphere). If, however,
a9 is unbounded and the wave-field generation in state £2 is taken to be anti-causal, the surface
integral over S° does not vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice of the source
distributions in state £2 (see Exercise 7.4-4).
Secondly, the measured acoustic wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown source
distributions { ~ T, f~T } = { ~ T, f~T} (X,S), via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the
time correlation type (Equation (7.5-7)). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the
closed surface St?. In it, we take for state A the actual state present in the configuration, i.e.
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for x~D,
for x~DT,

(7.10-22)
(7.10-23)

and
^A ^A
{~k,r,r] }(X,2)= {~k,r,~}(X,$)

forx~D.
(7.10-24)
For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" state; this state will be denoted by
the superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
t? ~ t?~

P^BOB, k ~(x,s)= {~ , k ~(x,s) forx~D,
and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~gt?, i.e.
{~B,frB}(x,s)= {’~O, frO}(x,s) forx~9°.

(7.10-25)

(7.10-26)
Furthermore, the fluid properties in state B will be taken to be the time-reverse adjoint of the
ones of state A, i.e.
{gr,
k~ }(x,s)= {-~k,r,-O}(x,-s) forx~9.
CB,^B
(7.10-27)
Then, application of Equation (7.5-7) to the domain interior to St? yields
~Dr[Pt?(X,--s)qT(x,s) + vk (X,--s) fk (x,s)] dV

"t"ol~m

p (X,S)Yrn (X,--S) -t- ~’tn (X,S) p (X,--S) dA

.

(7.10-28)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to state T and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to state £2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
can make a difference for the surface contribution over St?. If the domain ~D occupied by the
configuration is bounded, 0~D is impenetrable and the surface integral over St? vanishes (since
the integral over 0~D does, and no sources of the radiated or the computational wave fields are
present between St? and ~9 (see Exercise 7.5-4). This conclusion holds for both causal and
anti-causal generation of the wave field in state ~2. When the domain ~9 is unbounded and the
wave-field generation in state Y2 is taken to be causal, the surface integral over St? does not
vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice of the source distributions in state £2
(see Exercise 7.5-4). If, however, D is unbounded and the wave-field generation in state £2 is
taken to be anti-causal, the surface integral over St? vanishes (since the integral over a sphere
with an infinitely large radius does, and no sources of the radiated or the computational wave
fields are present between St? and that sphere).
A solution to the inverse source problem is commonly constructed as follows. For the source
distributions in the computational state £2 we take a sequence of M linearly independent spatial
distributions with the common spatial support .’Dt?. The corresponding sequence of acoustic
wave-field distributions (in the medium adjoint, or time-reverse adjoint of the actual one) is
computed. Next, the unknown source distributions are expanded into an appropriate sequence
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of Nexpansion functions with the common spatial support ifT or a subset of it; the corresponding
expansion coefficients are unknown. Substitution of the results in Equations (7.10-7), (7.10-14),
(7.10-21) or (7.10-28) and evaluation of the relevant integrals lead to a system of M linear
algebraic equations with N unknowns. When M< N, the system is underdetermined and cannot
be solved. When M = N, the system can be solved, unless the pertaining matrix of coefficients
is singular. However, even if this matrix is non-singular, in most practical cases it turns out to
be ill-conditioned. Therefore, one usually takes M>N, and a best fit of the expanded source
distributions to the measured data is obtained by the application of minimisation techniques
(for example, least-squares minimisation). Note that each of the Equations (7.10-7), (7.10-14),
(7.10-21) and (7.10-28) leads to an associated inversion algorithm.
The computational state ~2 is representative for the manner in which the measured data are
processed in the inversion algorithms. Since a computational state does not have to meet the
physical condition of causality, there is no objection against its being anti-causal. Which of the
two possibilities (causal or anti-causal) leads to the best results as far as accuracy and amount
of computational effort are concerned, is difficult to judge. Research on this aspect is still in
full progress (see Fokkema and Van den Berg, 1993). It is to be noted that the solution to an
inverse source problem is not unique because of the existence of non-radiating source
distributions (i.e. non-zero source distributions with support ifT that yield a vanishing wave
field in the domain exterior to if T). Therefore, a numerically constructed solution to an inverse
source problem is always only a solution to the problem (and not the solution); which solution
is obtained depends on the solution method employed. Examples of inverse source problems
are found in the detection of (spontaneous) acoustic emission and the detection of industrial
noise sources.

7.1 | The inverse scattering problem
The configuration in an acoustic inverse scattering problem generally consists of a background
fluid with known acoustic properties, occupying the domain if (the "embedding") in which, in
principle, the radiation from given, arbitrarily distributed acoustic sources can be calculated
with the aid of the theory developed in Section 7.8. In the embedding a known or guessed
bounded domain ifs (the "scatterer") is present in which the fluid properties show an unknown
contrast with the ones of the embedding. The contrasting domain is irradiated by an incident
acoustic wave field that is generated by sources in some subdomain ifi of if and that propagates
in the embedding. The presence of the contrasting domain manifests itself through the presence
of a non-vanishing scattered wave field in the entire embedding. In some bounded subdomain
ifo of if, and exterior to if s, the scattered acoustic wave field is accessible to measurement
(Figure 7.11-1).
The objective is to reconstruct the medium parameters (or their contrasts with the ones of
the embeddinAg) from (a set of) measured values of the acoustic pressure and/or the particle
velocity in if~. Since the inverse scattering problem is, by necessity, a remote sensing problem,
the global reciprocity theorems of Sections 7.2-7.5 can be expected to provide a means for
interrelating the known, measured wave-field data with the unknown medium properties in the
scattering region. When the embedding if is a bounded domain, the boundary surface is assumed
to be acoustically impenetrable. If if is unbounded, the standard provisions given in Section
7.1 for handling an unbounded domain are made. The scattered wave field is, by its nature,
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7. | | - | Configuration of the inverse scattering problem: g)s is the support of the unknown contrast in
fluid properties; on Dt? and Sr2 the scattered wave field is accessible to measurement.

causally related to the contrast sources by which it is generated. For gathering maximum
information, the reciprocity theorems are applied to the domain interior to a closed surface
S° that completely surrounds both Ds and Dt~. If necessary, measurements on S~ can also be
carried out. In general, Ds and ~ are disjoint, as are Ds and D°. This need not be the case for
Di and D~; these domains may have a non-empty cross-section.
The incident, scattered and total wave fields are introduced as in Section 7.9. Now, the easiest
way to address the inverse scattering problem is to consider it to be partly an inverse source
problem, with the contrast volume source densities as the unknowns. The non-uniqueness of
these quantifies is removed by invoking the remaining consistency relations of a constitutive
nature. In the latter, the condition that the reconstructed contrast-in-medium parameters must
be independent of the incident wave field plays a crucial role. Once the contrast volume source
densities have been determined, the scattered wave field is (following the procedures of Section
7.9), calculated in the domain Ds and, since the incident wave field and the medium parameters
of the embedding are known, the parameters of the fluid in Ds follow.

Time-domain analysis
In the time-domain analysis of the problem, the acoustic properties of the embedding fluid are
characterised by the relaxation functions {!zl~,r,X} = {IZ~,r,X } (x,t), which are causal functions of
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time. The case of an instantaneously reacting embedding easily follows from the more general
case of an embedding fluid with relaxation. The unknown acoustic properties of the scatterer
are characterised by the relaxation functions {/Z~,r,Xs} = !/Z~,r,XS}(x,t), which are also causal
functions of time. The incident wave field is {pl,v]} = {pl,Vr~}(x,t), the scattered wave field is
{pS,vSr} = {pS,vSr}(X,t), and the total wave field is {P,Vr} = {p,Vr}(X,t) with {P,Vr} = {pi +ps,
vr1 + vSr}. The equivalent contrast volume source distributions that generate the scattered wave
field are then (see Equations (7.9-18) and (7.9-19))
f~ = -Ct(#Sk, r - ~k,r,Vr;X,t) for

X~Ds,

(7.11-1)

q = -Ct(zs - Z,p;x,t) for x~Ds.
s

(7.11-2)

First, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions {qS, f/~ }, via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the convolution
ty/~e (Equation (7.2-7)). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the closed surface
S"~. In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state present in the configuration, i.e’
s
{p A
,vrA}(x,t) = {P s,Vr}(X,O
for x~D,
= {qs ,f£
{ qA, f kA } (x,t)
s }(X,t) forx~Ds,

(7.11-3)
(7.11-4)

and
{/.t~,r,xA}(x,/) = {flk, r,,~}(X,l) for x~O.

(7.11-5)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" state; this state will be denoted by
the superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
{pB, vt~}(x,t) = {pra,vt~}(x,t) forx~D,

(7.11-6)

and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~9~, i.e.
{qB,f?}(x,t)= {qt?,fg}(x,t) forx~Dt2.

(7.11-7)

Furthermore, the fluid properties in state B will be taken to be the adjoint of the ones in state
A, i.e.
BB
{/tZr, k,X }(X,t) = {/2k, r,)~}(X,t) for x~9.

(7.11-8)

Then, application of Equation (7.2-7) to the domain interior to S~ yields
f x~’[Ct(pt2’qS;x’t) - Ct(vf , f~;x,O] dV

=l

x~)

+

t7

ICt(pS,qO;x,t)

~x

r~l~m

s t2

-- Ct(vr, f~ ;X,t)] dV

s0
s t2
[_Ct(p,Vm;X,t) + Ct(vm,p ;x,t)] dA

.

(7.11-9)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to state X2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
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can make a difference for the surface contribution over 3°. If the domain D occupied by the
configuration is bounded, 3D is impenetrable and the surface integral over S° vanishes (since
the integral over 3D does, and no sources of the scattered or the computational wave fields are
present between ,50 and ~D (see Exercise 7.2-2)). This conclusion holds for both causal and
anti-causal generation of the wave field in state £2. When the domain D is unbounded and the
wave-field generation in state £2 is taken to be causal, the convolutions occurring in the integral
over ,5° are also causal and the surface integral over ,5O vanishes (since the integral over a
sphere with an infinitely large radius does, and no sources of the scattered or the computational
wave fields are present between ,5o and that sphere). However, if D is unbounded and the
wave-field generation in state £2 is taken to be anti-causal, the convolutions occurring in the
integral over S° are not causal and the surface integral over ,5o does not vanish, although its
value is a constant for each choice of the source distributions in state £2 (see Exercise 7.2-2).
Secondly, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions { qS, f/~ }, via the global time-domain reciprocity theorem of the correlation
ty]~e (Equation (7.3-7)). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to the closed surface
,5"". In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state present in the configuration, i.e.
{pA, vt}(x,t) = {pS,vSr}(X,t)
{qA, ft}(x,t) = {qS, f~}(x,t)

for x~D,
forx~Ds,

(7.11-10)
(7.11-11)

and
AA
{~k,r,Z }(X,t) = {flk, r,X}(X,t)

for x~D.

(7.11-12)

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
{pB, v~}(x,t) = {pO,v~}(x,t) forx~D,

(7.11-13)

and its source distributions will be taken to have the support D°, i.e.
{qB,f?}(x,t) = {qO, fg}(x,t) forx~DO.

(7.11-14)
Furthermore, the fluid properties in state B will be taken to be the time-reverse adjoint of the
ones of state A, i.e.
BB
{!tr, k,X }(X,t) = {Jt(/ZZk, r),Jt(z) }(x,t) forx~D.

(7.11-15)

Then, application of Equation (7.3-7) to the domain interior to ,5o yields

I

Os
x~Ds[Ct(Jt(pO),qS;x,t) + Ct(Jt(vk ), f£ ;x,t)] dV

=-

+

fx

s
o
~Da [Ct(pS, Jt(qO);x,t) + Ct(vr,Jt(f~ );x,t)] dV

f

s O
s
~1"m [Ct(p ,Jt(vm);X,t) + Ct(vm, Jt(p );x,t)] dA.

(7.11-16)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state £2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
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choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
can make a difference for the surface contribution over St?. If the domain D occupied by the
configuration is bounded, O~D is impenetrable and the surface integral over S° vanishes (since
the one over ~9 does, and no sources of the scattered or the computational wave fields are
present between St? and ~D (see Exercise 7.3-2). This conclusion holds for both causal and
anti-causal generation of the wave field in state £2. In case the domain ~9 is unbounded and the
wave-field generation in state t2 is taken to be causal, the correlations occurring in the integral
over S° are non-causal and the surface integral over S° does not vanish, although its value is
a constant for each choice of the source distributions in state £2 (see Exercise 7.3-2). However,
if ~D is unbounded and the wave-field generation in state ~2 is taken to be anti-causal, the
correlations occurring in the integral over Ss~ are causal and the surface integral over Ss9
vanishes (since the integral over a sphere with an infinitely large radius does, and no sources
of the scattered or the computational wave fields are present between S° and that sphere).
A solution to the time-domain inverse scattering problem is commonly constructed as
follows. First, the contrast-in-medium parameters are discretised by writing them as linear
combinations of M expansion functions with unknown expansion coefficients. Each of the
expansion functions has ~Ds, or a subset of ~Ds, as its support. Next, for each given incident wave
field, the scattered wave field is measured in N subdomains of ~Dsg. The latter discrefisation
induces the choice of the N supports of the source distributions of the observational state.
Finally, a number I of different incident wave fields is selected (where "different" may involve
different choices in temporal behaviour, in location space, or in both). With NI >~ M, the
non-linear problem of evaluating the M expansion coefficients of the contrast-in-medium
parameter discrefisation is solved by some iterative procedure (for example, by iterative
minimisation of the global error over all domains in space and all time intervals involved where
equality signs should hold pointwise). In this procedure, Equations (7.11-1), (7.11-2), (7.11-9)
or (7.11-16), and the source type integral representations (Equations (7.9-20) and (7.9-21)) are
used simultaneously.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
In the complex frequency-domain analysis of the problem, the acoustic pr^operties of the
embedding fluid are characterised by the relaxation functions {~k,r,O} = {~k,r,O}(X,S)¯ The
unknown
of the scatterer
areischaracterised
.by. the relaxation
functions
~k,~rl } =acoustic
{ ~k,r,tlproperties
(x,s). The incident
wave field
{/3 i,~l} = {/31,~rX}(x,s)
’ the scattered wave
field is {/3 ~,~rs} = {/3 S,~rS}(x,s) and the total wave field is {i3,~r} = {i3,~r}(X,S), with {i3,~r} =
{/3i+/3S,vr~l + ~rS}. The equivalent contrast volume source distributions that generate the
scattered wave field are then (see Equations (7.9-41) and (7.9-42))
(7.11-17)
=-(~k,r ~k,r)Vr f°r x~gs,
~s =_(~s_ ~)/3 for x~Ds’

(7.11-18)

First, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions {3 s, ^f/~s }, via the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of
the time convolution type (Equation (7.4-7). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to
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the closed surface S°. In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state present in the
configuration, i.e.
= (p ,vr J(iV,$)

forx~9,

(7.11-19)

=

for x~Os,

(7.11-20)

{4,f/~s } (x,s)

and
{aA,~a’(x,s"
gk, r ~ 1~ )= {~k,r,O](X,s)

forx~9 .

(7.11-21)
For state B, we ~e a "computationS" or "obse~ation~" one; ~is state will be denoted by the
superscript O. ~e co~espon~ng wave field is
= {p , ~ )~ , ) forx~O,
and its source disgibufions will be taken to have the suppo~ ~o, i.e.

(7.11-22)

{4~fff}(x,s)= {4~f~}(x,s) forxe9°.

(7.11-23)
Fu~he~ore, ~e fluid prope~ies in state B will be t~en to be ~e adjoint of ~e ones in state
A, i.e.
~B ~B

{~r,~,~ }(x,s)= {~,r,O}(x,s) forx~9.
Then, application of ~uation (7.4-7) to the dom~n interior to S° yields

[

(7.11-24)

- v~ (x,s) f~(x,s)] dV

= fx~a)a [/~ S(x,s)4 °(x,s) - ~’rS(X,s)fg(x,s)] dV

(7.11-25)
The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to state t2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
can make a difference for the surface contribution over S°. If the domain a9 occupied by the
configuration is bounded, aD is impenetrable and the surface integral over S° vanishes (since
the integral over 3~D does, and no sources of the scattered or the computatinal wave fields are
present between St) and ~D (see Exercise 7.4-4). This conclusion holds for both causal and
anti-causal generation of the wave field in state t’2. When the domain g) is unbounded and the
wave-field generation in state ~ is taken to be causal, the surface integral over St) vanishes
(since the integral over a sphere with an infinitely large radius does, and no sources of the
scattered or the computational wave fields are present between St) and that sphere). However,
if ~Dis unbounded and the wave-field generation in state t’2 is taken to be anti-causal, the surface
integral over Sta does not vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice of the source
distributions in state t’2 (see Exercise 7.4-4).
Secondly, the measured scattered wave-field data are interrelated with the unknown contrast
source distributions {3 s, f~}, via the global complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of
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the time correlation type (Equation (7.5-7)). This theorem is applied to the domain interior to
the closed surface ,5°. In it, we take for state A the actual scattered state present in the
configuration, i.e.
{fi A,~rA}(X,S) = {/3 S,~rS} (X,S)

for x~D,

(7.11-26)

= {q ,f~ }(x,s)

for x~D,

(7.11-27)

x~D.
for

(7.11-28)

and
^A XS {~k,r,O}(X,S)
{^A
~/,,r,~7
}(,)=

For state B, we take a "computational" or "observational" one; this state will be denoted by the
superscript £2. The corresponding wave field is
t, }(x,s) = {/3 °,’~ff}(x,s) forx~D,

(7.11-29)

and its source distributions will be taken to have the support ~D°, i.e.
{4B, fr~}(X,S)= {~O, frO}(X,s) for x~D°.

(7.11-30)

Furthermore, the fluid properties in state B will be taken to be the time-reverse adjoint of the
ones in state A, i.e.
^B ^B

{~r,~,r/ }(x,s)= {-~k,r,-O}(x,-s) forx~D.

(7.11-31)

Then, application of Equation (7.5-7) to the domain interior to S° yields

=- Ix~[fi s(x’s)~O(x’-s) + ~rS(x’s) f ?(x’-s)] dV

(x,s)v~ (x,-s) + Vm(X,s) p (X,-s)] dA.

(7.11-32)

The left-hand side of this equation contains the unknown quantities, while the right-hand side
is known, provided that the necessary measurements pertaining to the state s and the wave-field
evaluations pertaining to the state g2 are carried out. For the latter (computational) state we can
choose between either causal or anti-causal generation of the wave field by its sources. This
can make a difference for the surface contribution over S°. If the domain ~D occupied by the
configuration is bounded, b~D is impenetrable and the surface integral over S° vanishes (since
the one over ~9 does, and no sources of the scattered or the computational wave fields are
present between S° and O~D (see Exercise 7.5-4). This conclusion holds for both causal and
anti-causal generation of the wave field in state £2. When the domain ~D is unbounded and the
wave-field generation in state £2 is taken to be causal, the surface integral over S° does not
vanish, although its value is a constant for each choice of the source distributions in state £2
(see Exercise 7.5-4). However, if ~D is unbounded and the wave-field generation in state £2 is
taken to be anti-causal, the surface integral over S° vanishes (since the integral over a sphere
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with an infinitely large radius does, and no sources of the scattered or the computational wave
fields are present between 5~ and that sphere).
A solution to the complex frequency-domain inverse scattering problem is commonly
constructed as follows. First, the contrast-in-medium parameters are discretised by writing them
as linear combinations of M expansion functions with unknown expansion coefficients. Each
of the expansion functions has ~)s, or a subset of Ds, as its support. Next, for each given incident
wave field, the scattered wave field is measured in N subdomains of ~DsT. The latter discretisation
induces the choice of the N supports of the source distributions of the observational state.
Finally, a number I of different incident wave fields is selected (where "different" may involve
different choices in frequency content, in location space, or in both). With NI>~ M, the non-linear
problem of evaluating the M expansion coefficients of the contrast-in-medium parameter
discretisation is solved by some iterative procedure (for example, by iterative minimisation of
the global error over all domains in space and all frequency ranges involved where equality
signs should hold pointwise). In this procedure, Equations (7.11-17), (7.11-18), (7.11-25) or
(7.11-32), and the source type integral representations (7.9-43) and (7.9-44) are used simultaneously.
The computational state g2 is representative of the manner in which the measured data are
processed in the inversion algorithms. Since a computational state does not have to meet the
physical condition of causality, there is no objection against its being anti-causal. Which of the
two possibilities (causal or anti-causal) leads to the best results as far as accuracy and amount
of computational effort are concerned, is difficult to say. Research on this aspect is still in full
progress (see Fokkema and Van den Berg, 1993).
Examples of inverse acoustic scattering problems are found in the non-destructive evaluation
of mechanical structures, medical acoustic tomography and exploration geophysics.

7.12 Acoustic wave-field representations in a subdomain of the
configuration space; equivalent surface sources; Huygens’ principle and the
Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem
In Section 7.8, wave-field representations have been derived that express the acoustic pressure
and the particle velocity at any point of a configuration in terms of the volume source
distributions of injection rate and force that generate the wave field. In them, the point-source
solutions (Green’s functions) to the radiation problem play a crucial role. In a number of cases
we are, however, only interested in the values of the wave-field quantities in some subdomain
of the configuration, and a wave-field representation pertaining to that subdomain would
suffice. In the present section it is shown how the reciprocity theorem of the time convolution
type leads to the desired expressions, albeit that now, in addition to the volume integrals over
the volume source distributions (insofar as they are present in the subdomain of interest), surface
integrals over the boundary surface of this subdomain occur. In these representations, the
point-source solutions (Green’s functions) are again the intervening kernels.
Let G be the domain for which the Green’s functions introduced in Section 7.8 are defined.
If G is bounded, its boundary surface ~ is assumed to be acoustically impenetrable. If ~ is
unbounded, the standard provisions given in Section 7.1 for handling an unbounded domain
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7.12- | Configuration for the wave-field representations in the subdomain ~D of the configuration space
G for which the Green’s functions are defined. ~Dis the (smooth) boundary surface of ~D. (a) If Gis bounded,
3~ is impenetrable; (b) for tlnbounded ~ the Green’s functions satisfy causality conditions at infinity.

are made. Furthermore, let a9 be the subdomain of G in which expressions for the generated
acoustic wave field are to be found. The boundary surface of ~D is 0~D and the complement of
~D~0~D in G is denoted by ~D’ (Figure 7.12-1). In fact, the relevant wave field need only be
defined in ~D and on O~D. The constitutive properties must, however, be defined in ~ in order
that the necessary point-source solutions can be defined in ~. In this sense, ~ serves as an
embedding of ag. Since the acoustic wave field generated is a physical wave field, it is causally
related to its source distributions,

Time-domain analysis
For the time-domain analysis of the problem the acoustic properties of the fluid present in ~
are characterised by the relaxation functions {/z/~,r,X } = {#k,r,Z } (x,t), which are causal functions
of time, and the global reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type (Equation (7.2-7)) is
applied to the subdomain a9 of G. In the theorem, state A is taken to be the acoustic wave field
generated under consideration, i.e.
{pA, vt} = {p,Vr}(X,t) forx~D,
{q.~,fiA}= {q, fk}(X,0 for x~D,

(7.12-1)
(7.12-2)

and
~k,r X ~ = {ktk, r,X}(x,t)

for x~ff.

(7.12-3)

Next, state B is chosen such that the application of equation (7.2-7) to the subdomain ~9 leads
to the values of {p,Vr} at some arbitrary point x’~D. Inspection of the right-hand side of
Equation (7.2-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of state
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B a point source of volume injection rate at x’ in case we want an expression for the acoustic
pressure at x’ and a point source of force at x’ in case we want an expression for the particle
velocity at x’, while the fluid in state B must be taken to be the adjoint of the one of state A, i.e.
BB
{IZr, k,X } = {ktk, r,Z}(x,t) for allx~G.

(7.12-4)
The two choices for the point-source distributions will be discussed separately below.
First, we choose
qB=ad(x-x;t) and frB =0,
(7.12-5)
where 6(x - x’, t) represents the four-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’ and at the instant t = 0, while a is an arbitrary constant scalar. The acoustic wave
field that is, for the present application, causally radiated by this source~and satisfies the proper
boundary conditions at ~G if ff is bounded, is given by
PBvB,
, k I = {Pq"B,v~c;B}(x,x~,t),

(7.12-6)
where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (7.12-5) and the
properties of 6(x - x; t) we have
f x~9[-Ct(f?,vt;x,t) + Ct(pA, qB;x,t)l dV

= fx~DCt(p,a6(x - x; t);x,t) dV = ap(x’, t)XD(x’)

for x’~ ~i,

(7.12-7)

where

Z~(x’)= { 1,½,0} for x’~ {ag,~9,~O’}

(7.12-8)

is the characteristic function of the set ~D, and ~D’ is the complement of ~,.)3~Din K3. With this,
we arrive at
ap(x;t)Z~(x’)= f x [Ct(Pq;B’q;x’x"t)
q;B ,
- Ct(v , fk;X,X, t)] dV
k

-

~x

,
q;B
,
Pm [Ct(Pq;B, Vm;X,X,t) - Ct(vm ,p;x,x,t)] dA for x’~,

(7.12-9)

where, in the second terms in the integrands, we have used the symmetry of the convolution in
its functional arguments. From Equation (7.12-11) a representation for p(x; t)lf~ (x’) is obtained
by taking into account that pq;B and v~;s are linearly related to a. Introducing the Green’s
functions through
{pq;B, v~c.,B}(x,x;t) = { Gpq.,B’ G~cq;B}(x,x;t)a ,
(7.12-10)
using the reciprocity relations for these functions (see Exercises 7.8-1 and 7.8-3)
{ Gpq;B, G~cq"B}(x,x~,t) = { aPq,-G~f}(x~,x,t),

(7.12-11)
and invoking the condition that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of a,
Equation (7.12-9) leads to the final result:
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p(X~,t))(,D(X’) = ~x~D[Ct(G Pq,q;x~,x,t) + Ct(Gfff, fk;x~,x,O] dV
(7.12-12)
Equation (7.12-12) expresses, for x’~D, the acoustic pressure p of the generated acoustic wave
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume sources q dV
andfk dV at x as far as present in D and the elementary contributions -~mVm dA and -~mP dA
from the equivalent surface sources at x on the boundary 3D of the domain of interest.
Secondly, we choose

B

,

B
q =0 and fr
=brcS(x-x,t),

(7.12-13)

where br is an arbitrary constant vector. The acoustic wave field that in the present application
is causally radiated by this source and satisfies the proper boundary conditions at bG if G is
bounded, is given by:
(7.12-14)

PBvB, k I = {Pf;a,V~k;a}(x,X;t),

where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (7.12-13) and the
properties of d(x - x; t), we have
f x [-Ct(frB,vt;x,t) + Ct(pA, qB;x,t)] dV
for x’~ G.

(7.12-15)

= -~x~DCt(br~(X - x" t)’Vr;X’t) dV = -brvr(X; t)Z D(x’)

With this, we arrive at
brvr(X"t)XD(x’) = f [-Ct(pf;B’q;x’x;t) + Ct(Vfk;B,fk;X,X’,t)ldV
x~fD

where, in the second terms in the integrands, we have used the symmetry of the convolution in
its functional arguments. From Equation (7.12-16) a representation for Vr(X’, t)ZD(x’) is obtained
by taking into account the fact thatpf;B and vfk;B are linearly related to br. Introducing the Green’s
functions through
{pf;B, Vfk;B } (X,X; t) , ..-, pf;B .-, vf’B, , ,
= l~rr ,~k,r’ )l,x,x,t)br,

(7.12-17)

using the reciprocity relations for these functions (see Exercises 7.8-2 and 7.8-4)
{~pf’,B
.-,vf;B,,
,.,t) {_GVrq,Gr~fk}(X,,X,t)
(7.12-18)
Li ,Lik,
J~,X,X,
=
,
r

r

and invoking the condition the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of br, Equation
(7.12-16) leads to the final result
Vr(X:t)ZD(X’) = f [Ct(GVrq’q;x’x’t) + Ct(Gr:fk, fk;x’,x,t)]dV
d x~D
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vq .1
vf
-f I~rn [Ct(Gr ,Vm,X,x,t) + Ct(Gr, m,p,x,x,t)] dA
d xc=~

for x’~ G.

(7.12-19)

Equation (7.12-19) expresses, for x’~ag, the particle velocity vr of the generated acoustic wave
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume sources q dV
andfk dV at x insofar as they are present in ~9, and the elementary equivalent surface sources
--~’mVm dA and -~mP dA at x on the boundary O~D of the domain of interest.

Complex frequency-domain analysis
For the complex frequency-domain~analysis of the problem the acoustic properties of the fluid
present in G are characterised by { ~k,r,0} = { ~,r,O}(x,s) and the global complex frequencydomain reciprocity theorem of the time convolution type (Equation (7.4-7)), is applied to the
subdomain a9 of ft. In the theorem, state Ais taken to be the generated acoustic wave field under
consideration, i.e.
{~ A, ~?} = {~,~r}(X,s) for x~9,

{~ A,f~A} = {~,flc}(x,s)
and
"A ,,A

):

forx~D,
for x~ ft.

(7.12-20)
(7.12-21)
(7.12-22)

Next, state B is chosen such that the application of Equation (7.4-7) to the subdomain D leads
to the values of {/~,~r} at some arbitrary point x’~D. Inspection of the right-hand side of
Equation (7.4-7) reveals that this is accomplished if we take for the source distributions of state
B a point source of the volume injection rate at x’ when we want an expression for the acoustic
pressure at x’, and a point source of force at x’ when we want an expression for the particle
velocity at x’, while the fluid in state B must be taken to be the adjoint of the one of state A, i.e.
~k,r,O}(X,S) for all x~ff.
(7.12-23)
The two choices for the point source distributions will be discussed separately below.
First, we choose
r,k r] = {

.^B

q =6(s)d(x-x’) and frB=0,

(7.12-24)

where 6@ - x’) represents the three-dimensional unit impulse (Dirac distribution) operative at
the point x = x’, while ~ = ~(s) is an arbitrary scalar function of s. The acoustic wave field that
is, for the present application, causally radiated by this source and satisfies the proper boundary
conditions at ~ ff if G is bounded, is given by
~t"
, Ic ,~q;B
}(x,x,s),
{/~B~/?} =,
~q;B
,
(7.12-25)
where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (7.12-24) and the
properties of 6(x - x’), we have
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(7.12-26)

= lx~i3(x,s)gt(s)b(x - x’) dV = ~t(s)i3(x’,s)xg(x’)

With this, we arrive at

Vm[i3q;B(x’x"S)~m(X’S)-~qm;B(x’x’s)i3(x’$)]dA f°r x’~G ’
fxc-O~D

(7.12-27)

From Equation (7.12-27) a representation for i3(x’, s)xa)(x’) is obtained by taking into account
that/3 q;B and Okq;B are linearly related to ~(s). Introducing the Green’s functions through
(7.12-28)

^ vq;B ,^
](x,x,s)a(s),
{ i3 q;B, ~ flc ;B } =
(x, xt, s) {G£
~ Pq"B,

using the reciprocity relations for these functions (see Exercises 7.8-5 and 7.8-7)
(7.12-29)

{ ~pq;B, ~cq;B}(x, xt, S) = { ~pq,_~f}(xt, x,s),

and invoking the condition that the resulting equation has to hold for arbitrary values of 8(s),
Equation (7.12-27) leads to the final result:
I3(X’,S)Z:D(X’) = f [~Pq(X~)X,S)O(X,S) q" ~f(x’,x,S):k (X,S)] dV
d x~D

+ ~xf

^ ,G
Pq(X,X,S)[--VmVm(X,S)]
’ ^ ~Pmf(X’,X,S>[-Vmfi(x,s>]}
dA forx’~G¯ (7.12-30>
+

Equation (7.12-30) expresses, for x’~D, the acoustic pressure/3 of the generated acoustic wave
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume sources
~ T dV and f~T dV at x, insofar as they are present in ~D, and the elementary equivalent surface
sources -l~m~m dA and -r’mi3 dA at x on the boundary 0a9 of the domain of interest.
Secondly, we choose
q^B=0 and frB=~)r(S)O(X-x’),

(7.12-31)

Dr(S) is an arbitrary vector function of s. The acoustic wave field that is, for the
present application, causally radiated by this source and satisfies the proper boundary condition
at 0 ~ if ~ is bounded, is given by
¯ ^:;B,, , ,
(7.12-32)
= IP ,vk }!,x,x,s),
where the first spatial argument indicates the position of the field point and the second spatial
argument indicates the position of the source point. In view of Equation (7.12-31) and the
properties of 6(x - x’), we have
where/~r -

~x~[-f ? (x,s>~: rA(X,s> +/3 A(X,s>O B (x,s>] dV
d V = -br(s)Vr(X ,s)X
=--r
~)r(S)r}(X X’)~r(X’S)
^^’
~t x~D

for x’~ ~.

(7.12-33)
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With this, we arrive at
br(s)Vr(X,S)ZD(X )=

+ Vm,,f;B
(X,X ,s)^ p(x,S)]
fx~D~’m
[--~f;B(x’x;S)Om(X’S)

for x’~G.

(7.12-34)

From Equation (7.12-34) a representation for 0r(Xt, $)j~D(X’) is obtained by taking into account
that/3f;B and O[;B are linearly related to ~r(S). Introducing the Green’s functions through

j(x,x;s) =

^v:.B
,^
G~,
r’ }(x,x,s)br(s),

(7.12-35)

using ~e reciprocity relations for these functions (see Exercises 7.8-6 and 7.8-8)
{~f;~ ~vf;B,. , . {_~:q,~r[{}(X;X,S)’

(7.12-36)

~k,r ItX,X,s) =

and invoMng ~e con~tion the resulting equation has to hold for arbi~ v~ues of ~r(S),
Equation (7.12-34) leads to ~e final result:

=.

+

(x,.)] dV

~ x~D

+f x

^
"1~vq
, (X,X,S)[--I)mVm(X,S)]
+ ~r~fm(X~,X,S)[--l~m~(X,S)]} dA for x%G
.
m {Gr
(7.12-37)

Equation (7.12-37) expresses, for x’~D, the particle velocity Or of the generated acoustic wave
field at x’ as the superposition of the contributions from the elementary volume sources ~ dV
and f/~ dV at x, insofar as they are present in D, and the elementary equivalent surface sources
-I:mOm dA and -~’m~ dA atx on the boundary 8D of the domain of interest.
For x’~ D, Equations (7.12-12), (7.12-19), (7.12-30) and (7.12-37) express the values of the
acoustic pressure and the particle velocity in some point of D as the sum of the contributions
from the volume sources of injection rate and force, insofar as these are present in D, and the
equivalent surface sources on 8D. Evidently, the equivalent surface sources yield, in the interior
of D, the contribution to the wave field that arises from (unspecified) sources located in D’, i.e.
in the exterior of D. In particular, the surface integrals in these expressions vanish when the
wave field is not only defined in D and on bD, but also in D’ and no sources are located in
between ~D and ~G, and the wave fields in state B either satisfy the proper boundary conditions
at ~G if G is bounded (see Exercises 7.2-2, 7.3-2, 7.4-4 and 7.5-4), or are causally related to
their point source excitations if G is unbounded. In the latter case, Equations (7.12-12),
(7.12-19), (7.12-30) and (7.12-37) reduce to Equations (7.8-14), (7.8-24), (7.8-38) and (7.8-48),
respectively.
Another property of Equations (7.12-12), (7.12-19), (7.12-30) and (7.12-37) is that the wave
field emitted by the volume sources in D and the wave field emitted by the equivalent surface
sources on 8D apparently cancel each other when x’~D’. This property is known as the
Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem (Oseen, 1915; Ewald, 1916).
Another special case arises when Equations (7.12-12), (7.12-19), (7.12-30) and (7.12-37)
are used in a domain in which no volume source distributions are present. Then, they express
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Huygens’principle (Huygens, 1690) which states that an acoustic wave field arising from
sources "behind" a closed surface that divides the configuration space into two disjoint regions
and "in front" of which no volume sources are present, can be represented as being due to
equivalent surface sources located on that surface, while that representation yields the value
zero "behind" that surface. In particular, Huygens stated his principle for the case where the
relevant surface is a wave front of the wave motion in space-time. A number of historical details
about the development of the mathematical theory of Huygens’ principle can be found in Baker
and Copson (1950). Additional literature on the subject can be found in Blok et al. (1992), and
De Hoop (1992).
Applications of the wave-field representations in a subdomain of space are found in the
integral equation formulation of scattering problems, while the Ewald-Oseen extinction
theorem forms the basis of the so-called "null-field method" for solving such problems.

Exercises
Exercise 7, 12-1

Let ~Dbe a bounded subdomain of three-dimensional Euclidean space 9L3. Let O~Dbe the closed
boundary surface of ~D and denote by D’ the complement of ag~ ~ ~ in zL3. The unit vector along
the normal to ~9, pointing away from ~D (i.e. towards ~’), is denoted by v (Figure 7.12-2). In
the domain ~D’ an acoustic wave field {p,Vr} is present whose sources are located in ~D. Use
Equations (7.12-12) and (7.12-19) to arrive at the equivalent surface source time-domain
integral representation
for x’e~.3 (7.12-38)
and
Vr(X’t)X~’(x’

’) = ~xog~Dl~m [Ct(GrVq’ Vm;X;X’t) + Ct(Gr’m’P’x’x’t)]vf

’ ’for
dA

x’eR3. (7.12-39)

Exercise 7. 12-2

Let 9 be a bounded subdomain of three-dimensional Euclidean space R3. Let b~be the closed
boundary surface of ~D and denote by ~9’ the complement of ~Dw~gin ~3. The unit vector along
the normal to 3~D, pointing away from D (i.e. towards ~D’), is denoted by r, (Figure 7.12-2). In
the domain ~D’ an acoustic wave field {/3,~r} is present whose sources are located in ~D. Use
Equations (7.12-30) and (7.12-37) to arrive at the equivalent surface source complex
frequency-domain integral representations

and
~r(Xt’S)~’~D’(X’)= f x

I~m [ ~ Vrq(xt, x,S)~ra(X,S) + ~ Vr,fm(X’,x,s) ~(x,s)] dA for x’e~3. (7.12-41)
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7. ] 9-2 Configuration for the equivalent surface source integral representation for an acoustic wave
field in the source free domain ~7¢ exterior to a bounded subdomain D of R3.
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